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MEASUREMENT OF HYDRODYNAMIC 
FORCES AND MOMENTS AND FLOW FIELD 
MAPPING OF A MODEL IN CONING MOTION 
bJ 
THOMAS JOHN ECCLES 
Submitted to the Departments of Ocean Engineering and Mechanical Engineering 
on 25 April 1990 in partial fulft.llment of the requirements for the 
Degrees of Naval Engineer and Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
Abstract 
A method of captive model testing using an axisymmetric marine vehicle model in steady 
motion with constant roll and yaw rates has bee-n used experimentall:.· to obtain functional 
relationships between certain motion parameters and the resultant hydrodynamic forces and 
moments on the body. Specifically, cross coupling terms in roll rate and yaw rate have been 
investigated for non-planar cross-flow. An instrumented slender body of revolution with 
length/diameter of 9.5 was tested at Reynolds number of about 5 million, based on length. 
The tests were conducted at free strean1 velocity of 25 ft/s for coning angles between zero 
and -20~, in 2:_increments. at rotation rates of up to 200 rpm in 12.5 rpm increments in both 
rotational directions. The character of force and moment terms varying with rotation rate 
and coning angle was detennined. The results may be translated to functional relationships 
between the hydrodynamic coefficients ~md the angular velocities in roll and yaw. The data 
showed a transition ip the fom1s of the sway force and the pitch moment after the coning 
angle exceeded -Hr, due to body lift in the cross flow. 
' 
' A method for measuring the velocity field about the model using laser doppler velocimetry 
has been developed. The flow field was mapped fortwo model coning angles at one moderate 
rotation rate. The flow field representation portrays perturbations in cross flow velocity at 
five sections in a hody-fixed reference frame. This method is useful in understanding the 
vortex mechanisms at work to influence body forces and moments. The data showed 
--formation of asynunetric body vortices after the coning angle exceeded -1 o·. 
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. J. E. Kerwin, Professor of Naval Architecture 
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Frontal area of hull = ruP /4 (in feee) 
Model buoyant force 
Balance moment center (0.895 inches aft of the COR, on the x axis) 
Center of buoyancy of the model 
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Gravitational acceleration= 32.18 ft/sec2 
Hydrodynamic moments about the x, y and : body axes, respectively 
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Length of parallel midbody 
Hull length= 23.5 inches 
Hull length in feet 
~.~ .. Z.ti 
Figure I: Body Axes and Related Forces and Moments 
Laser Doppler Velocimeter 
Model mass 
Angular velocity components ahout the .r. y and :: body axes, respectively 
Rotation rate in revolutions per minute 
Velocity components along the x. y and: body axes. respectively 



































Center of Rotolion 
.. 
~odel Rotolion Axis 
Figure 2: Body-Fixed and Tunnel-Fixed Coordinates [ 1] 
Tunnel free stream velocity 
Model weight= nzg 
Right-handed, rectangular body-fixed axes with origin at the COR and positive 
directions of x toward the how. y to starboard, and z down through the keel 
Right-handed, rectangular tunnel-fixed axes with origin at the COR 
and positive directions of x,, co linear with the turmel longitudinal center! ine. 
directed into the free stream, y, to starboard in the horizontal plane. and :, 
vertically down 
Hydrodynamic forces along the x, y and z body axes, respectively 
Dimensionless moment coefficients corresponding to X .Y, and Z 
Coning angle, measured from the x" axis to the x axis 
Kinematic viscosity of fresh water= 0.9733·10-3 ft2/sec 
Density of fresh water at 77"F = 1.9348 slugs/ft~ 
Roll, pitch and yaw angles about the x, y and z body axes 
Roll angle about tunnel-fixed x, axis 
Model rotation rate about x, axis = d<pjdt = 27t rpm/60 
Model rotation vector in tunnel-fixed axes= (l)tt 
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This research program is an effort to improve understanding of the hydrodynamic 
effects of flow about a submersible marine vehicle in a complex motion which may be 
described as non-planar with respect to the free stream. Experiments are conducted to 
detennine the relationships between a combination of roll and yaw rates and the 
hydrodynamic forces and moments e .perienced by the vehicle. These relationships may 
be quantified and used to improve the performance of computer-based vehicle motior. 
predictors. 
Measurement of the flow velocity at points around the vehicle may provide insight to 
understand the processes which result in the perceived forces. A method of measuring the 
perturbation velocities about a vehicle in steady non-planar motion is presented. This 
introductory chapter will describe the basic nature of the problems to be solved and the 
methods available for solution. 
1.1 Captin~ :\1odel Testing 
Naval architects historically have depended on scale model testing to prove the 
feasibility of hull designs by experimentally measuring the dynan1ic performance of the 
model in water. In recent years. computer based models have been used for motion 
prediction. Computer synthesis of a hull design is generally cheaper and much faster than 






















The accuracy of analytical models which use series expansions of generalized 
equations of motion depend on the validity of the coefficients used to weight the series terms 
and the degree of expansion included in the series. The coefficients are usual]) deriveJ 
from empirical data taken in captive model tests and full-scale experiments. The level of 
detail in higher order tenns included in the expanded equations of motion is detennined by 
the synthesis model designer and is usually iimi~ed by the availability of emprrical data 
which would validate the weighting coefficients of the higher order terms. 
A typical problem of developing coefficients may be exan1ined tu illustrate a 
motivation for this research. The forces and moments experienced by a marine vehicle in 
six degrees of freedom may be exrressed as a stt of nonlinear differential equuions. Taking 
as a zero condition the instantaneous surge velocity u(t ). with all other velocity components 
zew. the forces are: 
f;l l ~ J ~/(II. 1'. 11· ·I'· q .r J ~ ~ pA U'[(Rc. '"· 11·'.p'. q ', r') 
where 




( 1 ) 
Using the notation of reference [2 I to abbrtviate partial differentiation. the method of Taylor 
series expansion for these analytic equations gives 
lX'l - - - - l ,, c- 1 , c1 , a , a , c1 , c1 , , , , , l = I ( ,. = ~ + w i- ; + p =, ~ + q = '+,. ~ ; ) f(Rc. , .. ~;· ·I' . q .r ) Z' k ~ok! . ell' ut1' Of' dq or (2) 
As noted in reference [ .3 J the inclusiPn of series tenns beyond third order does not improve 





















the x: plane requires that X', Z' and M' are even functions of v', p' and r'. and Y', K' and N' 
are odd functions of r', p' and r' [4]. This reduces the terms in equations (2) to a more 
manageable number, but the experimental determination of coefficients is not trivial. 
Traditional experimental methods of measuring model response to various flows have 
relied on straight towing or rotating arm test facilities. The motions produced with these 
types of equipment are limited in that the roll component of angular velocity is zero, and 
the cross-flow velocities are restricted to parallel planes along the ship length. Terms in the 
equation" of motion which require experimentation which controls roll rate and the 
construction of nonplanar cwss flows are significant in modelling many types of vehicle 
dynamics. A facility which provides for control of these variables is the Coning Motion 
device at MIT's Marine Hydrodyn~m1ics Laboratory. 
1.2 General \lotion of Coning 
With the advance of vehicle perfonnance level requirements the demand for motion 
predictors to take account of so called "higher order effects" and coupling tenns has 
increased. An example of a significm1t dynamic motion effect which was not included in 
rudimentary systems of equations is the coupling of yaw rate and pitch rate which causes a 
finned hody in <Ul ordered flat tum to pitch m1d experience a change in depth. 
The captive model test method described here as coning motion was first investigated 
for aircraft in the 1920 · s by aeronautical engineers using a combination of roll and yaw rat~s 
to generate a steady motion of the vehicle in a direction which was never coplanar with the 
flO\.\'. The locus of model axis motion is a cone oriented with its longitudinal axis parallel 





















Figure 3: General Motion of "Coning" 
In this figure. the constant angular displacement of the model from the free stremn axis is 
the coning angle ac and the driving motion is the rotation w about the direction of the free 
stream. Thus for a, = 0. the model motion is purely a steady roll (<p., = <p). The rotation 
may he decomposed as a combination of roll rate and yaw rate as 
p=wcosa, r=ffisinac (3) 
Other "coning motion" degrees of freedom have been considered in aircraft tests in 
aerodynmnic facilities. These include variations of the sideslip angle and the displacement 
between the model's center of rotation and the rotational axis of the system. In this 
hydrodynamic test those parameters are held to zero. The facility could he modified to 
account for the added complexity. hut given the cross-section constraint in the tunnel. a 





















The facility developed in previous work on this project by Johnson is the first 
implementation of a coning motion experiment for marine vehicles in water [ 1]. This thesis 























Test Apparatus for Force and Moment Measures 
This chapter provides a description of equipment and systems used in experiments 
which measured hydrodynamic loads on the model. The development of the Coning Motion 
Apparatus used at J\1IT's Marine Hydrodynamic Laboratory is described in detail in 
reference [I]. This thesis presents the first comprehensive test program conducted using 
the Coning Motion system. 
2.1 1\1 odd 
The model used for force and moment measurements is an instrumented version of 
the standard (lid= 9.5) body of revolution used in previous studies at J\1IT and elsewhere 
[5, 6, 7, 8j. Figurt: 4 and Table 1 provide gross model characteristics. A detailed discussion 
of the internal! y mounted 6-component balance in this model may be found in reference [ I]. 
The internal model arrangement is shown in Figure 5. 
r Balance Sleeve 
18 :J 
3.650 La 
C el 2~os ej ~ u ·I· 4.75o ·1· 
Lpmb----1 Dimensions In Inches 





















Table 1: Instrumented Model Chcuacteristics 
Length I Diameter 9.5 inches 
Length 23.50 inches 
Diameter 2.695 inches 
Weight 10.45 lbs 
Buoyancy 3.23 lbs 
Parallel Midbody 39.6% 
(as a% of L) 
Length Forward 4.85 inches 
Length Aft 10.25 inches 
~ f- .895 inches 
I I BMC Convair 6-Conponent 
Center of' Rototlon 'Wo terproof' Steeve 
Figure 5: Model Intemal Arrangement [1] 
2.2 Facilit)· 
2.2.1 Tunnel 
Testing was performed in the MIT Marine Hydrodynamic Laboratory's variable 
pressure water tunnel. The turmel has a square cross-section test area with 20 inch sides. 
Limits on the model coning angle (a., m•• = ± 20") are based on physical interference with 























2.2.2 Rotating Mechanism 
The coning motion rotating mechanism is installed through the downstream end of 
the water tunnel. A belt-driven axle penetrates the tunnel at the aft wall through the 
flow-turning vanes, and is aligned parallel with the flow and colinear with the central axis 
of the test section. A 2 horsepower stepping motor drives the axle through a changeable 
sheave for different speed ranges. The forward end of the driven axle is supported at the 
downstream end of the tunnel test section by a bearing inside a streamlined housing which 
bolts into the tunnel walls. 
The model is mounted on a "sting" which is set into the adjustable sector piece at the 
forward end of the driven axle. Figure 5 shows the model (without appendage) mounted 
with the sector at a coning angle of -200. The coning angle is adjusted hetween test runs by 
removing four machine screws, sliding the sector/sting/model assembly to a new a.c. and 
reinstalling the screws through the new hole alignment. 
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In Figure 6, the model longitudinal axis is x, and the system rotates about the tunnel/flow 
axis X0 • The angular displacement between x and X0 is the coning angle etc. 
2.3 Data Acquisition S)·stem 
The data acquisition system is built around an IBM PC XT computer which obtains 
data from the model instruments, a tunnel pressure sensor, and a 12 bit shaft encoder. The 
pressure sensor produces a signal proportional to free stream fluid velocity, and the encoder 
provides shaft angular position indication. The encoder output is also used to detennine 
shaft rotation rate. Figure 7 is a schematic view of the principal components of the data 








Figure 7: Data Acquisition Systems [ 1] 
The model instrument signals are routed via a set of slip rings through signal 
conditioners to the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter board in the PC XT. Several encoder 
channels are fed to the PC XT, as is the differential pressure signal for tunnel velocity. The 
program logic which controls dynamic load testing makes use of the encoder signals to 





















AID board. A complete listing of Fortran code used in the experiments is included in 
Appendix D. Most of the force and moment software was developed directly from Johnson's 






















Procedures for Force and Mo1nent Measures 
The steps involved in the force and moment measurement experiments are described 
in this chapter. A method of organizing the large number of repetitive experiments for 
efficient accomplishment by a team of four is presented. The tests may be characterized by 
the state of the model and the type of data being collected. The tests conducted at zero 
rotational speed to measure weight and buoyancy are referred to as static tests. The rotational 
experiments are dynamic tests: either inertial tests if conducted in air. or hydrodynan1ic tests 
if conducted in water. 
Calibration of the Daytronix 9170 and 9140 signal conditioners used to amplify and 
convert the tunnel differential pressure sensor and encoder rotation rate signals was 
conducted daily. or after a long break during the day. The calibration coefficients were 
saved for pairing with the tests by date (to allow for post-processing of the load data). 
3.1 Static Tests 
The goal in this experiment is to isolate flow-related hydrodynamic effects; therefore 
an accounting must be made of the model's weight, buoyancy and inertia effects. For each 
coning angle, a zero rotation rate measurement of forces and moments was made in air at 
32 evenly spaced intervals around one revolution (i.e., every 11.25· ). A sin1ilar measure 
was made with the tunnel filled with water. For each case. an averaged set of "zeros" was 
determined by averaging the load outputs for each instrument over one revolution. Both 



















The zeros files were used later by the dynamic testing software to reduce the raw loads 
by the effect of gravity or gravity plus buoyancy, where appropriate. Inertia effects were 
determined during dynamic tests without water around the model. 
3.2 D~·namic Testing 
Dynamic tests were conducted by first measuring the inertial loads sensed by the model 
in the absence of water, then subtracting those, as well as the static components of weight 
and buoyancy, from the results measured in water to yield loads due solely to hydrodynamic 
effects. 
The measurement of inertial loads was essentially identical to testing in water, except 
the tunnel facility was drained during the tests. The data gathering software stored results 
of the tests in files labeled with a first letter "I". These inertia load files were called later 
by the hydrodynan1ic test software, and their force and moment component values were 
subtracted from the associated measurements made in water. 
Hydrodynamic tests involved the following basic procedure (items parenthesized are 
omitted for in-air tests): 
• Set the coning angle (and fill the tunnel with water) 
• (Set watertunnel flow rate to 25 ft/sec) 
• Tum the model drive motor on to the desired rotation rate 
• Run the program "DC" which requires responses to calls for 
- the calibration coefficients file 
- the static loads file for this coning angle 
• The following data files will be produced during the several 
minutes required to run DC: 
- Raw data file containing all instrument values measured during the ten 
full rotations about the tunnel axis 
- Summed and averaged list of instrument values 





















- Final loads measured in pounds of force and inch•pounds of moment 
after converting net "counts" data to dimensional values 
For high rotation rate tests(> 125 rpm), a different sheave was used on the motor drive 
shaft and a special hydrofoil was attached to the sector portion of the coning motion 
apparatus. The combined effect was to reduce the load on the motor so that the full range 
of rotation rates could be achieved. The foil's location nearly a foot downstream of the 
model ensured negligible foil effect on the test. With the foil installed and the motor shut 
down, a tunnel flow of 25ft/sec would autorotate the model/sector assembly at about 125 
rpm. 
3.3 Test Program 
The test program for measurement of forces and moments was conducted by a team 
of four. The test schedule was coordinated within a Program Matrix (see Table 2 below) 
which described an ordered method of accomplishment. The order was based on optimizing 
test conduct time by reducing the number of cycles offilling and draining the tunnel facility. 
Each number in the matrix represents the chronological order of a pair of tests (one in each 
rotational direction). The tests labeled "In Air" are inertial tests and those labeled "In Water" 
are the corresponding hydrodynamic load tests. Late in the program, as time remaining 
became a consideration. a decision was made to reduce the number of remaining tests by 
foregoing certain matrix elements. Identification of those tests was based on maintaining 
an equal distribution of data in both rotational directions, and ensuring even coverage through 
the entire range of coning angles. 
The team followed a detailed procedure checklist to maintain a standard and fonnal 
laboratory routine. The checklist covered calibration, static testing. dynamic testing. model 
I 
I Table 2: Test Program Matrix 
I 
Test Order as a Function of Rotation Ratr and Angle of Anack 
RotAfiPn TESTS IN AIR 
Rak' -Coning Angle a, 
I 
(rpm) o· 2" 4" 6' 8' 10' 12' 14" 16' 18' 20' 
0.0 341 307 273 239 205 171 137 103 69 35 I 
12.5 342 308 274 240 206 172 138 104 70 36 2 
250 343 30') 275 241 207 173 139 105 71 37 3 
37.5 344 310 276 242 208 174 140 11>6 72 38 4 
50.0 345 311 277 243 20') 175 141 107 73 39 5 I 
625 346 312 278 244 210 176 142 lOR 74 40 6 
750 347 313 279 245 211 177 143 JO') 75 41 7 
87.5 348 314 2!~0 246 212 178 144 110 76 42 R I 
II WI II _149 315 2RI 247 213 179 145 Ill 77 43 9 
112 5 350 316 282 24R 214 180 146 112 78 44 10 
115 0 351 317 2R3 249 215 IRI 147 113 7Q 45 II I 
I Add Wing aoo Large Sheave I 
1375 363 329 295 261 227 193 159 125 91 57 23 
1500 364 330 296 262 228 194 160 1~6 92 5R 24 I 
162 5 365 311 297 263 229 1<>5 161 127 93 5<> 2~ 
175.0 3f>6 332 29R 2M 230 196 162 128 94 611 26 I 
187.5 36~ 333 299 265 231 1<>7 163 12<> 95 61 27 
I 2000 368 334 300 21'1'> 232 198 164 130 96 62 28 
I 
R(ltahon TESTS IN WATER AT~ fT/SEI" 
Ratr -Coning Angle a. 
(rpml 0 2' 4' (>' 8- 10' 12' 14' 16' 18' 21f 
00 352 318 284 2.'\0 211' 182 148 114 RO 4(> IJ 
12 5 353 319 2R5 251 217 1!!3 14<1 115 Rl 47 1.1 
25 0 354 320 281\ 2~~ 21R 184 150 11(> 82 48 14 I 
_17 5 355 321 287 2.~.1 219 IR5 151 117 8.1 4<1 I~ 
50 o 35(> 32:! 2R~ 254 220 I !If' 152 118 R4 50 16 
1\2 5 357 32.1 21N 255 221 187 15.1 JJQ R5 51 17 I 
75 (I 35R 324 2'XI 2.~(> 222 IR8 154 120 llti 52 IR 
R7 5 359 325 291 257 223 IR9 155 121 87 53 19 
)()()0 3('1(1 326 292 258 224 190 156 122 RR 54 20 I 
112 5 3f>l 327 293 25<J 225 191 157 123 R<J 55 21 
125 (I 31'2 328 294 260 226 192 158 124 90 56 22 
I Adcl Wing and Ut"F<: Shesv.: I I 
J.l75 3(>9 3.15 301 267 233 199 165 131 97 63 2<> 
I~UI 370 Bll 302 2fiR 234 2(XI 161\ 132 9R 64 30 
162 5 371 337 303 26'J 235 201 167 133 99 65 31 I 
175 0 372 BR 311-l 270 23f> 202 168 134 )(XI M 
" 
IR7 5 37.1 3.W .10_~ 271 2.n 20J 1(>9 135 101 !'~ 31 






















and tunnel set-up between tests, and recording of data onto serialized portable storage media 























Test Results: Forces and Moments 
This chapter presents the results obtained from hydrodynamic load experiments, and 
describes the methods used to obtain dimensionless parameter values from the summarized 
raw data. 
4.1 Data Reduction 
The hydrodynamic load files (one for each combination of coning angle and rotation 
rate) representing forces and moments in dimensions of pounds force and inch•pounds of 
moment were compiled for summarizing in dimensional and non-dimensional fonn. Forces, 
moments and rotati•.mal frequency were converted to dimensionless coefficient fonn hy the 
following relationships: 
Y'= __ Y_ 
~ pA \ -:· 
At M'=---





The resulting coefficients are generalized for length, maximum diameter and free stream 
velocity. hut are characteristic of the particular slender body fonn of this model. The results 
show variation of these coefficients with coning angle and rotation rate. 
4.2 Results 
The force and moment measurement results may be illustrHt~d concisely by Figures 
X, 9. I 0 <md II. These surfaces represent the strength of dimensionless forces and moments 





















Figure R: Sway Force Coefficient, Y' 
























Figure 10: Pitch Moment Coefficient, M' 
Figure 11: Yaw Moment Coefficient, N' 
The next sets of graphs examine the data from two orthogonal perspectives. Variation of 





















13. Figures 14 and 15 show variation of the related moments with the same parameters. 
These figures cover the range of coning angles from -10" to -20". The results for smaller 
coning dllgles follow similar trends, and are presented in Appendix B. 
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I Figure 13: Heave Force, Z' vs. w' 
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Figure 15: Yaw Moment, N' vs. w' 
An orthogonal presentation of data (forces and moments versus coning angle) is given 
in figures 16. 17. 18 and 19 for a range of positive rotation rates. The results for opposite 

















































Y' vs Coning Angle 
for various positive rotation rates 
-20 -1~ -10 -5 
Coning Angle (degrees) 
.... 62.5 rpm ....... 87.5 rpm ........_ 1 I 2.5 rpm 
__ 137.5 rpm -E'-- 162.5 rpm _.. 187 .S rpm 
Figure 16: Sway Force, Y' vs. a.c 
Z' vs Coning Angle 
for various positive rotation rates 
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I ~ M' vs Coning Angle for various positive rotation rates < 
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I Figure 18: Pitch Moment, M' vs. o:, 
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The summarized test data are presented in detail in tabular form and as graphical 
images for each coning angle in Appendix B. 
In comparison with data obtained using the same equipment in April 1989 , the test 
data seem consistent and repeatable. Figures 20 and 21 show the correlation at a coning 
angle used by Jolmson in the proof of concept work (a.,= -14"). 
Y' and Z' vs w' forTE and OJ Data 
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The data seem to group into two regions of behavior with respect to the coning angle. 
For angles more negative than -1 o·, the pitch moment (M') is highly dependent upon rotation 
rate. However. for coning angles between 0 and -10• the shape of the M' surface is 
independent of ro'. Similarly, the sway force (Y') passes through a saddle at about -10·, at 
which point the nature of the surface changes direction, passing through zero again at about 
a,= -15 •. The following sections describe a method of visualizing the flow near the model. 
The force and moment data lead to the conclusion that something transitional occurs near 
a,= -1 o·, and indeed it will be shown that the body-shed vortices first become visible over 
the model length after a, = -1 o·. 
Relationships between the experimental parameters ex, and ro and the measured 
hydrodynamic forces and moments do not tell the entire story of flow-induced motion 
response forthe vehicle. The process described above has built an empirical body of evidence 
to derive dependencies. Translation of those relationships to a more practical basis of 
hydrodynamic perfonnance as a function of roll rate and yaw rate sets the data up for inclusion 
into a larger group of experiments on more conventional captive model test facilities such 
as towing tank and radial arm tests. The experiments described herein lead to derivation of 
the partial derivatives with respect to angular velocities p and r. 
Understanding the flow mechanisms which cause the resultant hydrodynamic forces 
is essential to advancement of the state of the art in hull design. The remainder of this report 
develops a method of measuring the velocity field near the manuevering vehicle so that 
numerical and graphical techniques may be used to evaluate and visualize the flow character. 
The nonplanar motion oft he vehicle in coning motion is the steady action of a vehicle rolling 
during a flat tum from an initial condition of steady forward velocity. The component of 
flow across the vehicle induces vorticity in a manner analogous to flow over a cylinder. For 





















surrounding flow. The longitudinal velocity carries the vorticity along the body, interacting 
with the locally shed vorticity distribution along the remaining length. The roll component 
of vehicle motion complicates analysis of the process and gives rise to other coupling because 
it leads to asymmetry of the vortices shed from the body. The two dimensional analogy of 
a rotating bluff body would result in a lift force and drag. The flow visualizations are 
expected to demonstrate the distribution of vorticity. Given the predicted transition near a, 
= -1 o·, the flow should be significantly different for experiments at coning angles above 






















Description of Test Apparatus for Flow Mapping 
5.1 Model 
The model used in flow mapping has the same basic geometry of the instrumented 
model. It is constructed without any sensor devices. It has the capacity to accept a fin 
appendage or a blanking plug in a receptacle located about eight inches aft of the bow. A 
special sting shaft was built to mate this 111odel to the sector described earlier. The new 
sting had a slightly larger diameter at the end in the model, and a smooth transition to the 
diameter acceptable at the sector. If deflection of the shaft/model due to the effects of flow 
and rotation were to be considered, this distinction from the instrumented phase of testing 
may possibly be significant. 
5.2 Laser Doppler \'elocimeter 
All of the laser doppler velocimetry equipment used herein is indigenous to the MIT 
Marine Hydrodynamic Laboratory. The system is bao;ed on a laser device which produces 
three separate and independently polarized beam pairs out of a prism (blue, green and violet). 
Two of the beam pairs are used in this project, and the third set is available for future work 
in three-component velocity measures. A very complete description of general systems and 
concepts used in laser doppler anemometry is found in reference [9]. Coney describes the 





















Back-scattered light from particles suspended in the tunnel flow is collected by a 
photo-multiplier in each channel. The doppler shift in frequency of the scattered light 
compared to a reference beam is proportional to the velocity of the particle in the direction 
orthogonal to the polarization of the measuring laser beams. With two beam pairs. two of 
the three velocity components can be measured with respect to a coordinate system fued 
in the laser/tunnel space. In this case, the measured velocities are the streamwise component 
u,, and the vertical component w". The table on which the laser system is mounted allows 
controlled translation in the three directions corresponding to the (x,.y",:,) reference system. 
Computer controlled positioning of the table is used to automate the process of sampling a 
distribution of locations in the tunnel. 
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5.3 Data At·quisition S~·stems 
The data acquisition system for LDV experiments is based on an IBM compatible 
personal computer built by Everex which runs at 20 MHz using an Intel 80386 
microprocessor. The PC operates software written by the author and by laboratory engineers 
to control the movement of the LDV through a controller which drives three independent 
stepping motors. The software provides closed-loop feedback control of LDV position 
referenced to magnetic position sensors. The same digital encoder described in chapter 2 
is used to read angular position of the model about the spin axis. and its output is converted 
to a rotation rate display using a frequency counter. Figure 23 illustrates the data acquisition 
system schematically. 
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Figure 23: LDV Data Acquisition System 
I 
I I 
The PC surveys the output of the LDV system's Intelligent Flow Analyzers (IF As) 
and matches velocity pairs with the <mgular position output of the encoder. Values are stored 
in data bins corresponding to angle (each is 2" wide. centered on even degrees). After 
collection of 4000 velocity/angle pairings. the LDV moves on to the next sample point in 





















Test Procedures for Flow Mapping 
This chapter will present methods of obtaining and evaluating wlocity data from the 
field surrounding the rotating body in coning motion. 
6.1 Geometry of Laser Mapping 
The goal in measuring flow velocities is to produce a view of perturbation velocities 
around the model cross-section at various longitudinal locations. The visualization of cross 
flow velocities at sections provides a step toward understanding the character and magnitude 
of vorticity shed due to the steady nonplanar cross flow of coning motion. The action of 
the resulting vortex sheets working along the hull and on each other accounts for complex 
nonlinear behavior in forces and moments. 
In this work, the five stations in the tur ... 1el where cross-se<:tions were mapped were 
chosen to correspond to stations mapped in a series of static experimt-nts conducted at MIT 
by Shields in 19RR !7]. The model used hy Shields was the same model used in this project. 
The laser doppler velocimeter (LDV) focuses its beams on a point in tunnel-fixed 
coordinates and takes data during the model's rotation. The set of data taken over a revolution 
fonns a trajectory in body-fixed coordinate space. The shape of that trajectory must be 





















6.1.1 Transformation of Coordinates 
The transformation of coordinates from stationary tunnel-fixed space to the rotating 
body-fixed reference frame may be described in the context of a rotation matrix. This matrix 
combines the independent effects of the model taking on a coning angle and moving to a 
rotational position with respect to the tunnel-fixed system. Derivation ofthe transformation 
for steady coning motion is given in Appendix A. Equations which relate the two frames 
of reference are: 




Using this transfonnation, the path traced in body-fixed space by a tunnel-fixed sample 
point may be detennined by parameterizing <.p" rotation. Given a coning angle and position 
in the turmel (x.,. Yo· ::: 0 ), body rotation through one revolution translates to a sample point 
trajectory in(.\, y. ;::) which lies in a plane orthogonal to a line rotated ac from x in pitch. 
The trajectory is circular in that plane with radius .Y y,~ + :::;. The trajectory origin (center 
of the circle) is displaced from the x axis by X0 Sinac. Figure 24 depicts this general path 
with respect to the model. 
A series of laser sample points at a constant coning angle and X0 will fill the inclined 
plane with data points in circles of various diameters. This implies that for one location in 
space and one full rotation of the model in roll, a system which gathers velocities paired 
with roll angle may obtain several hundred data points at different locations in (x,y ,: ) space. 
By careful planning. the LDV data taking locations may be selected so that the velocities 
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Figure 24: LDV Sample Point Trajectory 
y 
A useful presentation of this velocity data is a view of perturbation velocities in the 
body-fixed y.: plane. The component of free stream velocity in the yz plane is the cross flow, 
U.., sin ac. Perturbation velocities are determined by subtracting the magnitude U.., sin ac 
from the LDV measured vertical velncity in the yz plane. 
For a fixed x~ series of tunnel cross section velocity measurements, the data vary in x 
location by.: sin a,. Therefore, near the hody x ""X0 and at the turmel walls I x- x,l ::::: 10 sin a, 
inches. Since the change in the u component of velocity changes so little with x. especially 
with increasing distance from the body, data are presented as if measured at fixed x. This 
assumption may be corrected by either changing the portrayal of perturbation velocities to 
the inclined plane of sample trajectories, or by taking data at very large numbers of points 
in the tunnel (i.e., at a tight distribution of x, so that a "slice" through the data is actually at 
a single value of x). The first solution complicates the visualization (because the views are 
not parallel to ship sections). and the second implies prohibitively large experiments for this 





















The LDV system measures two velocity components with respect to the tunnel, u, and 
W 0 • As discussed in Appendix A, the relationship between velocities relative to the body 
and tunnel referenced velocities is expressed by 
( 
U. J [COS (lc \' = 0 
w sinac 
sin ac sin cl>" 
coscl>o 
-cos (lc sin cl>o 
(8) 
The velocities u, v and w are not fully determined by U0 , W 0 , ac and <p0 except for certain 
values of <p0 • In the case where <po = 0° or 180°, 
(9) 
(10) 
and\' is undetennined. When <po = 90° or 270", 
\' = :b-\•o ( 11) 
and u m1d u· are undetennined. These equations can be used to find u and w for two different 
points in (.r.y.:) when <p,, = 0° and 180". We can find the,. velocity component for those 
points hy moving to a spot in (x~·-'·~·=~> which is 90° rotated in )'0 Z0 from the original spot and 
using the measured velocity data for <po = 90• and 270°. By moving the LDV focus to two 
different spots and using data corresponding to a total of four roll positions, complete sets 
of velocities relative t0 the body (11,\',w) are obtained while measuring only u~ and''~· 
This idea that every point in (x.y,:) cru1 be evaluated completely by measuring only 
two components with the LDV while keeping track of roll about x" is the basis for the logic 
employed in this pan of the experiment. It can be shown that if we take data at a series of 
points along -"" = 0 then the combination of (U 0 ,W0 ,<p0 )y=O represents velocity nonnal to the 
trajectory in y: which was described above. Similarly, data taken along z" = 0 and shifted 
in roll phase as <"~·"'~·<f>~-90"),=n represents velocity tangent to the trajectory in y:. As long 





















in (x,y.~). Furthermore, because each sample point in (X0 ,Y0 ,Z0 ) correlates to a complete 
trajectory ul (x,y,z), we need only take data along the lines described in one quarter space 
of the tunnel (at a chosenxo) as Z0 < 01 v~-o and Yo< 01 ,
0
_ 0 • The points in (x,y,z) which result 
from this scheme are distributed evenly along circles inclined from yz by ac and concentric 
6.1.2 Laser Relocation Instructions 
A Fonran program to develop the sequence of sample points along the Yo and :o axes 
was used to create the Laser Movement file according to data density parameters entered 
by the user. The U00 W 0 velocity data collected over a range of roll angles at each of these 
points in the )'0 Z0 half plane will map into complete velocity description in (u,v,w) at points 
distributed throughout the yz plane. 
6.2 Data Gathering Process 
The velocity data gathering software uses subroutines developed in the MIT Marine 
Hydrodynamics Laboratory to move the LDV focus to each point in the Laser Movement 
file of coordinates, and to measure un and wn and pair the velocities with (j'l0 • Velocity 
measurements are grouped into bins corresponding to roll angles. Each of the 180 bins is 
two degrees wide and centered on even angles. At each location, the velocity measurement 
loops until4000 data points are received and distributed within the bins. The computer may 
be configured to pause and provide the user with graphs representing the distribution of 
numbers of data points, magnitudes of velocities with respect to <p0 , and a summary of 
standard deviation from the mean within each bin. The user is afforded the choice of 
proceeding to the next point or lingering to gain more data in 4000 point increments. During 





















points within each bin, ensuring comparable statistical consistency over the full range of 
rotation angle positions. When a location is completed, the values written to the output file 
are the average velocities in each bin for U0 and w,. The standard deviation within each bin 
was about 0.7 ft/sec in the u, component (mean near 25 ft/sec), and about 0.3 ft/sec in the 
W 0 component (mean near 0 ft/sec). The LDV is then repositioned to the next grid 
coordinates, and the process continues. 
The end product in this raw data gathering phase is a file which lists U0 , w" and <f>o for 
180 even values of <p0 at each of the sample points along the negative tunnel-ftxerl axes. 
The data from this file will be transfonned in the data reduction phase to describe completely 
the velocity in the body-fixed system at hundreds of unique points in (x,y ,z). Those velocities 
may he represented further graphically, or used in numerical calculation of vortex strength 






















Test Results: Flow Field Mapping 
7.1 Data Reduction 
The data are translated from U0 , W 0 , and <flo pairings at the LDV sample locations to u, 
v, and w at points in body-fixed space by employing equations presented in Appendix A. 
Equations (5), (6) and (7) of section 6.1.1 provide spatial translation for the )'0 =0 data, and 
a check for :,=0 data evaluated at q>0 -90". Equation (30) of Appendix A relates the velocity 
components between systems and is repeated here: 
[
u 1 [cosac 
v = 0 
w sinac 
-sin (XC COS cl>o 
sincl>o 
COS <XC coscl>o 
(12) 
Cross flow components are changed to perturbation velocities by subtracting the ambient 
cross flow from the vertical direction relative to the body: 
v' = v (13) 
w' = w- U sin a ~ c (14) 
The resulting data file for the body-fixed coordinate system has three velocity 
components (u,v,w) related to each point (x,y,:) on the various trajectories described 
previously. A final Fortran program to generate graphical images of cross flow in a yz 
section takes this body-fixed data as input. The output is a file written in Adobe PostScript 
which will drive most laser printers. The fonnat of the image is a distribution of vectors 
whose lengths and directions correspond to the measured perturbation velocities in the 






















The LDV testing for this report was conducted to demonstrate feasibility of the 
technique for future work which may cover the wide, multidimensional spectrum of 
operating points which are possible in the MIT Coning Motion Apparatus. The test data 
reported in chapter 4 showed that heave force and pitch moment were much less dependent 
on rotation rate when coning angle was less than -10". It seemed likely that formation of 
vorticity shed from the body was occuring near that coning angle (for constant free stream 
tunnel flow) so the LDV experiments included one angle below the breakpoint, -8·. The 
first LDV experiment was done at the extreme coning angle, -20· at a mid-range rotation 
rate of 7 5 rpm. As in the force and moment experiments, the turmel velocity was maintained 
at 25 feet per second. 
The next several pages provide cross-sectional views, in body-fixed coordinates, of 
the net perturbation velocities projected onto the plane of the body cross-section. Each view 
is for data at a specific longitudinal turmel position relative to the center of rotation, measured 
in millimeters. The first three positions are for cx.c=-20., and at increasing distances aft of 
the COR. The first shows formation oftwo unequal body vortices. The next two demonstrate 
the shedding path into the surrounding fluid of the vortices as they are convected astern. In 
the second two views, however, a "shadow zone" obscures the starboard vortex. This shadow 
is a result of the body's obstruction of the LDV's laser beams during part of each rotation. 
A solution to the shadow problem is presented in the concluding chapter. Finally, the fourth 
view demonstrates the predicted lack of shed body vorticity at cx.c=-8" due to the relatively 












































Cross Flow Velocities 
Coning Angle= -20 degrees, 75 rpm, at Xo = -83.6 
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Cross Flow Velocities 
Coning A~le"' -20 degrees, 75 rpm, at Xo = -.169.9 
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Cross Flow Velocities 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
The goal in the coefficient measurement part of this project was the acquisition of a 
comprehensive set of force and moment data over a full range of coning angles and rotation 
rates. The goal was achieved by filling a matrix of over 350 experiments at different 
combinations of a.c and ro'. 
The development of a method of flow visualization from a body-fixed perspective 
during steady coning motion was the second major goal of this work. The method was 
developed and demonstrated at two coning angles and one moderate rotation rate for five 
sections in the tunnel. A problem with partial data obscuration in regions where the model 
blocks the laser from its focal point was discovered at large coning angles and furthest 
longitudinal distances from the center of rotation. These "shadow zones", in the worst case, 
may obscure the important data associated with the body shed vorticity off one side of the 
model (see Figures 26 and 27 in chapter 7). A solution to the shadow problem is put forward 
in the next section. 
The surfaces in ( a.c,oo') space which define the dimensionless force and moment 
coefficients may be transformed using the relationship between a.c and oo' to descrihe the 
angular rotation rates experienced by the body given by equations (3). Partial derivatives 
with respect to roll rate and yaw rate may be measured from these transfom1ed surfaces to 
yield some of the coefficients in series fonn equations of motion. The coupled nature of 





















coefficients which is not offered by other conventional captive model test techniques. Actual 
surface fitting of this data and correlation with other sources (such as developmental 
analytical models) will be accomplished by the research sponsor. 
8.1.1 Stability 
For this report, a simplified analysis was conducted for positive rotation rates so that 
the dependence of forces and moments on roll rate and yaw rate could be determined in a 
linear model. The dimensionless data was transfonned to correspond to the angular velocity 
variables of roll rate and yaw rate. By fitting the data to a fourth order polynomial using a 
least squares method, the partial derivatives at each operating point was evaluated. 
The relationship between the measured forces and moments and the angular velocitie~ 
(which describe the state of the system in the context of this set of experiments) may be 
represented by a nonlinear system matrix as 
rX'l ra., a,~ a,,r:J r K'J r b., bl2 b,r:J r:J = a2, a2~ a2~ q M: = 2, b22 b2: q (15) 
' b33 ,. ' Z a,1 a~2 a., ,. N b3, b32 
where the matrix coefficients are a function of the imposed velocity vector. An approximatt" 
method for assessing: the stability of the hydrodynamic force and moment coefficients near 
the selected operating points i~ to evaluate the eigenvalues of a linearized fonn of the 
equations which describe the motion of small perturbations about a steady operating 
condition. These are the linearized fonn of equations ( 15) above. The components of the 
system matrices in a linearized problem become the first order partial differentials. The 
terms in rand r were found from the polynomial fit of the data. Since the coning motion 




















pitch rate may be assumed to be ~ymmetric with the yaw rate tenns. For this case then, the 
eigenvalues of the linearized systems of (X,Y.Z) and (K.M,N) were approximated over the 
ranges in p and r used in lhe experin1ents. 
The partial differentials of X and K with respect top and r aT' v"'ry nearly zero when 
d · I h · d faz doN A1 az dON all d h d · compare wit 1 t e magmtu eo a .. an ~· so op an <Jp are sm compare tot e ommant 
term, so the two corresponding eigenvalues are real and nearly equal to zero. The other 
eigenvalue, which detennines the nature of the unsteady response, is also real and is nearly 
equal to the tenn Z, =~in the (X,Y,Z) system (and N,. =~in the (K.M.N) system). Therefore, 
wherever Z, has positive real part the system is not asymptotically stable in heave force f )f 
nonzero yaw rate. And similarly, for positive real parts inN,. the system is not stable in yaw 
moment. 
Usi!1f! the simplified linearized conclusions above and the results of a polynomial 
curve fit. the derivatives were calculated over the range of p and r. The curve fitting algorithm 
may be somewhat suspect because the coupled nature of the coning motion when projected 
into (p.r) space does not provide an evenly distributed set of data points. However. over 
most of the range of interest the error between equation and measured data was generally 
less than I or;( and usually less th~m 3~'c-. The derived partial slopes are as follows: 
Z, $ 0 everywhere except along r = 0 
N, ~ 0 throughout the range in (p.r) 
This rough analysis indicates that the heave force is asymptotic::llly stable and the yaw 
moment is unstahle for variation in the coupled angular velocities p and r. The interesting 
observations would come with more refined knowledge of the nonlinear dependences, but 
this "hack of the envelope" look at stability may be a first step in evaluating the trends 





















8.1.2 Transition After a"=-10° 
In the results presented in chapter 4, a transition in the nature of the nonlinear 
dependence on ac and ro' was seen at a coning angle between -8· and -1 o·. Figure 18 is 
particularly indicative of the occurrence of some distinct change in the character of the pitch 
moment coefficient M' near ac=-1 o·. In this case, M' is independent of ro' for ac less negative 
than -1 o·, hut varies dran1atically with (t)' after -1 o·. A possible explanation for the variation 
is the development of significant vorticity shed into the free stream by the body. Also. from 
Figure 16. the sway force coefficient Y' changes the sign of its slope with respect to coning 
an&ie at about the same point. The effect is to generate a positive sway force for coning 
angles beyond -15·, where it had been negative between 0 and -15·. 
If the formation of body shed vorticity is considered as the superposition of a 
distribution of two dimensional cross-flow vorticies shed from the bluff hull and transported 
longitudinally by the component of stream velocity parallel to the hull axis, then the 
formation of the expected pair of vortex sheets should occur at some particular velocity 
associated with a transitional Reynolds number. The component of stream velocity 
orthogonal to the body axis is U ~sina,. so for constant tunnel flow rate the change in section 
velocity is due to variation in a.,. In the demonstration of flow visualization, the LDV data 
show fonnation of strong body shed vortices at a,=-20. and no vortex sheets at a,=-8·. 
Additional tests have shown the first fonnation of this vortex shedding at about a,=-1 o·. 
Also. note that because nonzero roll rate acts to oppose development of one vorticity direction 
and add<; to the other, we should expect the strengths and locations of the two shed vortex 
sheets to be asymmetric. As the views of perturbation velocities demonstrate, this was 
con finned by experiment. 
The sway force component of positive Y' which develops after a.,= -10" corresponds 
to the lift generated by the cross flow over the rolling hull (<malogous to flow about a cylinder 





















due to the resultant of the lengthwise distribution of viscous drag from negative yawing. 
That seems to be consistent given that the wetted surface area of the model aft of the center 
of rotation is greater than the surface area forward of the COR. In other words. for coning 
angles between 0 and -10· the sway force is mainly the expected drag due to yaw. For 
coning angles exceeding about -1 0" the addition of (opposing) lift due to roll rate and cross 
flow must be considered, and the vorticity shed from the body is visible in a perturbation 
velocity graphic. This lift force dominates the yaw drag after about ac = -15·. Figure 16 
(and 51) shows this for the case of positive roll and negative yaw rates, and Figure 52 
demonstrates the same trend for negative roll and positive yaw rates. 
8.2 Recommendations 
The method of flow visualization presented here is feasible, but for large coning angles 
and greater distances from the model's center of rotation the problem of data obscuration 
can prevent complete characterization of important elements of the flow such as a body 
vortex. The problem arises because while the laser focal point is located inside the "cone" 
of the body rotation there may be some time when the model obscures the laser beams by 
passing between the laser source and the intended focus. The efficient use of all data gathered 
during the model's rotation allows for a minimum number of assigned LDV focal positions. 
However, when a particular position is blocked over a range of rotation angle, the result is 
seen in the graphical output as zero velocity in either the radial or tangential component of 
vectors. The missing component data form a "shadow" near the model. An example of this 
shadow effect is found if one looks for the starboard body-shed vortex in Figures 26 and 
27. 
A solution for the shadow problem is achievable at the cost of adding several more 
LDV focal positions to the grid file and performing some overlaying of data within the 





















negative Yo and Z0 axes may be obtained by looking at analogous positions on the positive 
legs of those axes and shifting the data by a phase difference in <p0 • By recognizing which 
points may be abscured during rotation, the experimenter may add the necessary duplicative 
points to "fill in the shadow" with valid, nonzero velocity measurements. The process of 
matching zero values with the repeat data may be undertaken in the program which 
transfonns tunnel-fixed data to the body-fixed system. This is a reasonably simple series 
of comparisons and sorts which recognize inappropriate zero velocities and rewrite a value 
which corresponds to the same position in body-fixed space. The first effort to implement 
this solution is proceeding today at rvflT's Marine Hydrodynamic Laboratory. 
Further steps in this experimental program will naturally include using the laser doppler 
velocimetry techniques developed here to map the near-body flow over a range of parameters 
including coning angles, rotation rates and perhaps for varying tunnel velocities. The model 
may have a fin appendage added and, with slight modifications to the sting shaft, the model 
roll angle with respect to the rotating system rna~· be changed from o· to 90·. The addition 
of an appendage and change in roll angle would allow dynamic versions of the sort of flow 
experiments conducted at static positions by Shields in 1987 [7]. It is expected that coupling 
of the appendage-shed vorticity would be significant in its effect on body reactions. 
The force and moment measurements conducted here will likely be expanded to include 
experiments with a fully instrumented fin appendage. Again, model roll angle might be 
varied to increase the number of experimental parameters. 
Numerical analysis of flow velocity data may provide more quantitative insight into 
the complex vortical mechanisms working over the model length to influence ship motions. 
Such work might include detennining: the strength distribution of the vortices in three 





















sufficient detail. Comparison of these experiments with the patterns predicted by leading 
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Coordinate Transforn1ations in Rotating Systems 
A.l Positions 
The problem of mapping data taken in a water tunnel/laser table based reference frame 
during model rotation to locations in a model fixed reference frame was solved by 
considering the superposition of independent motions to develop a rotation matrix, [C], 
which describes the following relationship 
(16) 
The coning motion may be constructed from a starting point where the tunnel and 
body coordinates are coincident by adding two independent motions. The first is to pitch 
the body to a coning angle a.c without roll. The second movement, which will be 
parameterized in time as a continuous steady motion, is to roll the (x,y,z) frame to an angle 
<l'o about the tunners X0 axis. Each movement may be represented by a separate rotation 
matrix as 
[ X J ( ) 
n, X0 
:~: ~[C., 1 ~~ 
and 
(17) 























A general matrix [C9] which relates a coordinate system (x',y',z') to a base coordinate 
-system (x ,y ,z) by a rotation of 9 about an arbitrary axis u6 is given by reference ( ll]. 
[C,] =cos{~ 0 0] [ 12 lm m] { o 1 0 + ( 1 - cos 9) lm m2 mn +sin -n 
0 1 In mn n2 m 
where --I = uA • u9 m = uY • u9 
- ___., 
For the case of pitching to a coning angle a.,, Ua = U_1• so 
--la=ux. u\.=0 n1(l = u_v • u_1, = 1 
thus 
[Cn) =[co~ac ~ 
sinac 0 
-sin a] co~ a,' 
Similarly. 
[C•J =[~ co~$o 0 l 
0 -sin$, 
The product of these two provides the solution 
[
cosac 




-cos ac sin$, 
This matrix leads to the equations of Chapter 6.1. 1 from 
sin$, 
cos$, 
-sin ac cos $0] 
sin$0 
cos ac cos$, 
(xJ [cosa, \' = 0 
:: sin a, 
sin a, sin$" 
cos$, 
-cos ac sin$, 
-sin ~c COS$,] [X" J Sin$,, _\'0 

































Finally, a transformation from a known tunnel coordinate position (X0 ,)' 0 ,Z0 ) to a body 
fixed coordinate position (x ,y ,z) may be made through simple equations which depend upon 
coning angle and roll position (o.c,'J>o). To reverse the transfonnation (i.e., from body fixed 
to tunnel fixed), the inverse of the rotation matrix may be used as 
(27) 
Since the matrix l C( ~·'Po)] is orthogonal, its inverse is equivalent to its transpose. Therefore 
the transformation of coordinates may be given by the following table, which allows 
coordinate translation in either direction: 
Table 3: Coordinate Transformations 
X 0 v • 0 Zo 
X cos o.c sin O.c sin 'Po -sin O.c COS 'Po 
y 0 COS 'J>0 sin 'Po 
,;. sin o.c 
-cos o.c sin 'Po COS~ COS 'Po 
A.2 Velocities 
Panicle velocities (u.r.w) may be represented by vector positions in (x,y.:), so the 
tr<mslation of vela<.:ity vecturs tollvws the same meliiOd described above for positions. The 
result is that 
(
u J [cos a, 
l' = 0 
l1" sin ac 
sin ac sin 4lo 
cos4Jo 
- coso.c sin$o 
-sin~' cos 4J"] ( uo J 
sm <tlo \'o 
cos o.c cos$ 0 wo 
(28) 
Since the LOY equipment measures two of the three turmel fixed velocities (U0 ,W,}, but not 
,.,,.the body velocities u, \',and ware not obviously fully detennined for most values of 'Po· 

















Let us first consider the simplified case of ac=O. Then vertical velocity data gathered 
along the LDV axis where y,=O and z,<O may be described as normal to the trajectory in 
(x.y .z). Similarly, vertical velocity data taken along Z0 =0 for Yo <0 represents velocity tangent 
to the same trajectory at locations along the trajectory shifted by -90.. For this zero coning 
angle case the body fixed velocities can be found from the streamwise, normal and tangential 
velocities by: 
(29) 
This use of orthogonal data taking legs in the water tunnel coupled with the rotation 
of the body allows simple movement of the LDV while mapping the entire space around 
the model. The general case of nonzero coning angle may be determined by multiplying 
the square matrix in equation ( 29) by the direction cosines matrix for coning, [Cal of equation 
(22). The resulting transfonnation of (U0 ,w,.ac.<p~) data to (u,v,w) is: 
( 
11 J [cos a, 
,. = 0 
w sin a 
( 
-sin ac cos <I>~ 
sin<l>o 























Test Data: Forces and Moments 
Data presented herein include: 
• Plots of Y' and Z' versus w' at each ac 
• Plots of M' and N' versus w' at each ac 
• Plots ofY', Z', M', and N' versus ac for various rotation rates, both positive and 
negative 
• Tabulated dimensionless force and moment coefficients for a range of w' at 
each 0" $ ac $-20° 
• Identical data in units of pounds force and inch•pounds of moment for a range 
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Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle = -20 degrees 
z M y N K X 
29.8635 120.2937 5.6698 -14.1526 -70.5243 5.8486 
21.6572 157.0398 -0.3844 9.9919 -0.0891 3.0625 
22.0690 152.7623 -2.2657 27.5375 -0.1452 3.0097 
23.2043 149.7088 -4.0424 43.5093 -0.1963 3.0368 
24.1073 145.3647 -5.5313 56.9470 1.0662 :2..9198 
25.3857 139.1943 -6.6393 67.8386 1.3369 2.8569 
26.4662 131.5774 -7.5409 75.8866 1.3645 2.8347 
27.9149 124.9832 -8.4043 83.4510 1.2366 2.7572 
29.4548 119.0514 -9.0472 89.8170 1.1090 2.7524 
30.9940 113.6491 -9.5422 95.1555 0.8849 2.6615 
32.6480 108.1509 -9.9119 99.9258 1.0912 2.5273 
33.0693 98.1752 -9.8617 97.1098 1.3564 1.9363 
36.5185 86.0031 -9.6476 101.4157 1.6899 1.9256 
39.7711 76.4031 -9.1482 99.8649 1.8745 1.8825 
Dimenc;ional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle = -20 degrees 
7 M y N K X 
21.7201 156.2354 3.6958 -25.8319 1.0880 2.93')3 
22.1691 150.9327 5.4474 -41.4976 1.0386 2.8453 
22.!W38 143.5899 6.7499 -53.8923 1.0800 2.7<R5 
24.4541 142.0811 8.2356 -64.4831 1.1346 2.7479 
25.3.~29 133.9430 8.9463 -72.2050 1 0754 2.6924 
-
2tl.4713 127.8221 9.7383 -79.0438 0.989V I 2 . .:lx27 
28.3068 125.1182 10.4564 -86.2570 1.0077 2.5668 
29.7342 119.5065 10.9772 -91.5532 1.0004 2.5465 
31.1433 113.6268 11.4509 -95.5391 1.1916 2.4435 
32.8140 108.2342 11.8524 -99.6394 1.1542 2.4019 
35.U5.~ 93.284.~ 10.6662 -99.6543 0.2363 2.2336 
38.1947 81.0946 9.9558 -100.0908 1.6024 2.3078 


















































Non-Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle= -20 degrees 
z· M' y• N' K' x· 
1.2468 -0.2137 -0.2367 0.0251 0.1253 0.2442 
0.9159 -0.2826 0.0163 -0.0180 0.0002 0.1295 
0.9394 -0.2767 0.0964 -0.0499 0.0003 0.1281 
0.9750 -0.2677 0.1699 -0.0778 0.0004 0.1276 
1.0073 -0.2585 0.2311 -0.1013 -0.0019 0.1220 
1.0573 -0.2467 0.2765 -0.1202 -0.0024 0.1190 
1.1103 -0.2349 0.3164 -0.1355 -0.0024 0.1189 
1.1683 -0.2226 0.3517 -0.1486 -0.0022 0.1154 
1.2308 -0.2117 0.3780 -0.1597 -0.0020 0.1150 
1.2920 -0.2016 0.3978 -0.1688 -0.0016 0.1109 
1 'l.'i87 -0.1915 0.4125 -0.1770 -0.0019 0.1052 
1.4271 -0.1803 0.4256 -0.1783 -0.0025 0.0836 
1.5747 -0.1578 0.4160 -0.1861 -0.0031 0.0830 
1.7219 -0.1408 0.3961 -0.1840 -0.0035 0.0815 
Non-Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle = -20 degrees 
z· M' y· N' K' x· 
0.9215 -0.2821 -0.1568 0.04fl6 -0.0020 0.1247 
0.9474 -0.2745 -0.232!< 0.0755 -0.0019 0.1216 
0.9857 -0.2641 -0.2918 0.0991 -0.0020 0.1184 
1.0.'l.25 -0.2553 -O . .'l.477 0.1159 -0.0020 0.1160 
1.0827 -0.243o -0.382.'l. 0.1313 -0.0020 0.1151 
l.l.'l.31 -0.2328 -0.4169 0.1440 -O.OUI8 0.1106 
1.1875 -0.22.'l.4 -0.4.'l.87 0.1540 -0.0018 0.1077 
1.2454 -0.2130 -0.4598 O.•q2 -0.00 I 8 0.1067 
1.3044 -0.2025 -0.4796 O.i •3 -0.0021 0.1023 
1.3733 -0.1 '128 -0.49nO 0.1774 -0.(1021 0.1005 
1.4991 -O.Ih94 -0.4551 0.1809 -0.0004 0.095.'l. 
I.M4.'l. -0. 148ft -0.4286 0. 18.'l.4 -0.0029 0.0994 




















































Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle= -18 degrees 
z M y N K X 
25.9381 111.1323 5.9220 -13.1686 -68.6348 5.5629 
17.2494 145.5075 0.5765 2.5230 -0.2561 2.7289 
17.6199 144.9466 -0.3285 13.9721 -0.2575 2.7523 
18.2902 142.6019 -1.3722 26.0677 -0.2456 2.7443 
18.9646 139.0293 -2.1861 36.6745 -0.3302 2.7032 
19.9192 134.7609 -2.8727 46.2410 -0.3192 2.7369 
21.0715 128.9478 -3.9260 55.9037 -0.2051 2.6572 
22.1366 123.2874 -4.3114 62.9779 -0.3028 2.6247 
23.4583 118.4867 -4.6821 69.2534 -0.3549 2.6022 
24.8624 112.9850 -4.9934 75.0128 -0.3641 2.5681 
26.2152 107.0345 -5.0505 79.7020 -0.4550 2.5292 
27.6305 99.7304 -6.8119 82.7423 -0.0918 2.2260 
29.7603 85.6253 -6.0511 89.1423 -0.7084 1.8767 
32.8455 77.4997 -5.491o 90.0893 0.2058 1.7908 
Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle = -18 degrees 
z M y N K X 
17.2962 143.9532 2.1004 -17.8305 -0.5734 2.6973 
17.7047 141.4426 2.9855 -29.5615 -0.4945 2.7067 
18.1011 137.0582 3.7136 -38.8640 -0.4833 2.6213 
18.8370 132.9159 4.4362 -47.5928 -0.4580 2.5778 
19.9097 130.3653 5.0653 -55.3043 -0.5653 2.5446 
20.8026 122.5079 5.3855 -61.9187 -0.5085 2.4925 
21.8676 119.9527 5.4870 -67.4755 -0.6651 2.4433 
23.0739 114.7627 5.8167 -72.9133 -0.6907 2.3722 
24.4167 I 08.9049 6.0218 -77.7025 -0.7735 2.3296 
25.6713 103.4438 6.1319 -81.7204 -0.6376 2.2857 
27.66o3 88.9314 5.2816 -84.5274 -0.4631 1.7302 
30.8951 78.5507 5.2125 -88.2178 -0.0662 1.6276 


















































Non-Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle= -18 degrees 
Z' M' Y' N' K' X' 
1.0829 -0.1974 -0.2473 0.02~4 0.1219 0.2323 
0.7225 -0.2593 -0.0241 -0.0045 0.0005 0.1143 
0.7339 -0.2569 0.0137 -0.0248 0.0005 0.1146 
0.7588 -0.2517 0.0569 -0.0460 0.0004 0.1138 
0.7849 -0.2448 0.0905 -0.0646 0.0006 0.1119 
0.8211 -O.n64 0.1184 -0.0811 0.0006 0.1128 
0.8665 -0.2257 0.1615 -0.0978 0.0004 0.1093 
0.9118 -0.2161 0.1776 -0.1104 0.0005 0.1081 
0.9616 -0.2067 0.1919 -0.1208 0.0006 0.1067 
1.0176 -0.1968 0.2044 -0.1306 0.0006 0.1051 
1.0729 -0.1864 0.2067 -0.1388 0.0008 0.1035 
1.1582 -0.1779 0.2855 -0.1476 0.0002 0.0933 
1.2647 -0.1548 0.2571 -0.1612 0.0013 0.0798 
1.3992 -0.1405 0.2339 -0.1633 -0.0004 0.0763 
Non-Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle= -18 degrees 
z· M' Y' N' K' X' 
0.7274 -0.2576 -0.0883 0.{)319 0.0010 0.1134 
0.7433 -0.2527 -0.1253 0.0528 0.0009 0.1136 
0.7637 -0.2461 -0.1567 0.0698 0.0009 0.1106 
0.7954 -0.2388 -0.1873 0.0855 0.0008 0.1088 
0.8299 -0.2312 -0.2111 0.0981 0.0010 0.1061 
0.8685 -0.2177 -0.2249 0.1100 0.0009 0.1041 
0.9108 -0.2126 -0.2285 0.1196 0.0012 0.1018 
0.9595 -0.2031 -0.2419 0.1290 0.0012 0.0986 
1.0154 -0.1927 -0.2504 0.1375 0.0014 0.0969 
1.0675 -0.1831 -0.2550 0.1446 0.0011 0.0951 
1.1881 -0.1625 -0.2268 0.1545 (1.0008 0.0743 
1.324() -0.1433 -0.22.l.5 0.1610 0.0001 0.0698 

















































Dimen<>ional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle = -16 degrees 
z M y N K X 
22.0371 102.5002 5.3784 -12.0420 -66.7116 5.2042 
14.4323 134.8958 -0.3332 7.2593 0.1373 2.4082 
14.5958 133.6563 -0.6400 14.0342 0.0199 2.4309 
15.0217 132.0031 -1.0639 21.7987 0.0602 2.4054 
15.5543 129.3311 -1.3163 28.6361 -0.0054 2.4060 
16.1014 126.0645 -1.5725 35.3193 0.1858 2.3888 
16.8519 122.5147 -1.7617 41.1085 0.1258 2.3805 
17.7150 118.9043 -1.9133 46.2813 0.1500 2.4126 
18.5173 114.5240 -2.0546 51.7344 0.1690 2.2978 
19.6734 109.5262 -2.0503 55.9119 0.1967 2.3506 
20.8091 105.9355 -2.2496 60.7357 0.0673 2.2617 
22.6463 102.3270 -2.8052 64.81 'i') -0.0170 2.5021 
23.8631 97.9672 -2.7491 67.8010 -0.0922 2.4394 
25.2426 93.3.148 -2.5652 70.4197 -0.2205 2.4685 
26.5978 89.0300 -2.2512 71.7536 -0.2127 2.4797 
27.9903 87.2313 -2.1531 73.1711 -0.0318 2.3633 
Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle = -16 degrees 
z M y N K X 
14.2766 135.6110 0.7410 -9.4934 0.0785 2.4109 
14.4084 134.6232 0.9706 -15.5882 -0.0109 2.4053 
14.7464 132.8594 1.3840 -23.1634 0.0082 2.3887 
15.2687 130.1648 1.6645 -30.5682 0.0353 2.3960 
15.8087 125.5374 1.9190 -36.6911 -0.2009 2.2974 
16.3250 122.7568 2.2309 -42.7389 -0.0731 2.2905 
17.2441 118.9313 2.3798 -47.7262 -0.1663 2.2352 
18.2243 114.8026 2.6557 -52.8973 0.0172 2.2048 
1<>.2945 110.3171 2.6946 -57.5758 -0.1100 2.2083 
20.3881 105.9378 2.7533 -61.4911 -0.1015 2.1196 
23.4454 97.7201 2.7692 -67.3477 -0.5438 2.3961 
24.7151 93.3619 2.4782 -69.4791 -0.5407 2.4751 
26.1596 88.9024 2.3672 -71.0140 -0.5268 2.4353 
27 .'\7Rn ~4.2574 2.15C1 -71.9738 -0.3984 2.4668 






















































Non-Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle= -16 degrees 
Z' M' Y' N' K' X' 
0.9201 -0.1821 -0.2246 0.0214 0.1185 0.2173 
0.6035 -0.2400 0.0139 -0.0129 -0.0002 0.1007 
0.6084 -0.2371 0.0267 -0.0249 0.0000 0.1013 
0.6257 -0.2340 0.0443 -0.0386 -0.0001 0.1002 
0.6489 -0.2296 0.0549 -0.0508 0.0000 0.1004 
0.6723 -0.2240 0.0657 -0.0627 -0.0003 0.0997 
0.7019 -0.2171 0.0734 -0.0729 -0.0002 0.0992 
0.7361 -0.2102 0.0795 -0.0818 -0.0003 0.1002 
-
0.7725 -0.2033 0.0857 -0.0918 -0.0003 0.0959 
0.8188 -0.1940 0.0853 -0.0990 -0.0003 0.0978 
0.8674 -0.1879 0.0938 -0.1077 -0.0001 0.0943 
0.9455 -0.1818 0.1171 -0.1153 0.0000 0.1045 
0.9955 -0.1739 0.1147 -0.1204 0.0002 0.1018 
1.0539 -0.1658 0.1071 -0.1251 0.0004 0.1031 
1.1141 -0.1587 0.0943 -0.1279 0.0004 0.1039 
1.1677 -0.1549 0.0898 -0.1299 0.0001 0.0986 
Non-Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle= -16 degrees 
Z' M' Y' N' K' X' 
0.5923 -0.2394 -0.0307 0.0168 -0.0001 0.1000 
0.5973 -0.2375 -0.0402 0.0275 0.0000 0.0997 
0.6103 -0.2340 -0.0573 0.0408 0.0000 0.0989 
0.6309 -0.2289 -0.0688 0.0537 -0.0001 0.0990 
0.6606 -0.2232 -0.0802 0.0652 0.000~ 0.0960 
0.6832 -0.2186 -0.0934 0.0761 0.0001 0.0959 
0.7211 -0.2116 -0.0995 0.0849 0.0003 0.0935 
0.7615 -0.2041 -0.1 I 10 0.0941 0.0000 0.0921 
0.8062 -0.1962 -0.1126 0.1024 0.0002 0.0923 
0.8512 -0.1882 -0.1150 0.1092 0.0002 0.0885 
0.9765 -0.1732 -0.1153 0.1194 0.0010 0.0998 
1.0269 -0.1651 -0.1030 0.1228 0.0010 0.1028 
1.0861 -0.1571 -0.0983 0.1255 0.0009 0.1011 
1.1505 -0.1496 -0.0897 0.1278 0.0007 0.1029 























































Dimensional Lortd Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle= -14 degrees 
z M y N K X 
16.9151 91.8497 5.2258 -10.1165 -57.5285 4.6976 
11.2928 123.0290 0.0786 3.9280 -0.0344 2.3001 
11.4312 122.7014 0.0960 8.9864 0.0093 2.3376 
11.7354 122.0151 0.1503 13.3998 0.0569 2.3491 
12.1406 120.8957 0.2044 18.4284 0.0094 2.3314 
12.5780 118.6282 0.3206 22.7955 0.0378 2.3139 
13.1876 117.0694 0.4355 27.1750 0.1309 2.3453 
14.3875 111.4742 0.5381 34.8920 0.0933 2.3566 
15.2447 108.6059 0.8165 38.6667 -0.0248 2.3365 
16.0480 105.7836 0.9274 41.2762 -0.1589 2.3633 
17.4004 102.1944 0.589i 44.6246 0.3689 2.2787 
18.2883 98.9396 0.8696 46.7059 0.5237 2.2530 
19.3707 95.5726 0.9805 49.1469 0.7405 2.1289 
20.4674 92.9696 1.3951 51.0095 0.8160 2.1984 
21.6736 89.7246 1.7241 53.2445 0.9920 2.1857 
22.7482 87.7170 2.2277 54.0285 0.9170 2.1867 
Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle= -14 degrees 
z M y N K X 
11.3310 121.9589 0.3203 -5.7270 -0.2235 2.3125 
11.4258 121.4657 0.2838 -9.8160 -0.2088 2.3318 
11.6733 120.7341 0.3294 -14.8297 -0.0979 2.3119 
11.9432 119.1508 0.3452 -19.3017 -0.1105 2.3202 
12.3162 117.238.~ 0.2642 -23.6691 -0.2539 2.3098 
12.8444 115.2701 0.2588 -28.2005 -0.2119 2.2957 
13.4232 112.8745 0.2181 -32.1257 -0.2409 2.2865 
14.1004 109.7064 0.1501 -36.1969 -0.2681 2.2804 
14.8573 106.5573 -0.0532 -38.6912 -0.3270 2.2308 
15.7132 103.7593 -0.0917 -41.8296 -0.3274 2.2863 
16.8773 101.4588 -0.5402 -44.1816 0.4708 2.2013 
17.8160 98.0678 -0.7479 -46.1240 0.4247 2.1668 
18.7922 93.5746 -0.9603 -47.3017 0.5564 2.1207 
19.8740 90.4382 -1.3706 -48.6658 0.1235 2.1693 
20.9859 87.8111 -1.5408 -49.5393 0.3151 2.1568 




















































Non-Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle= -14 degrees 
Z' M' Y' N' K' X' 
0.7062 -0.1632 -0.2182 0.0180 0.1022 0.1961 
0.4700 -0.2179 -0.0033 -0.0070 0.0001 0.0957 
0.4750 -0.2170 -0.0040 -0.0159 0.0000 0.0971 
0.4861 -0.2151 -0.0062 -0.0236 -0.0001 0.0973 
0.5025 -0.2129 -0.0085 -0.0325 0.0000 0.0965 
0.5222 -0.2096 -0.0133 -0.0403 -0.0001 0.0961 
0.5467 -0.2065 -0.0181 -0.0479 -0.0002 0.0972 
0.5983 -0.1973 -0.0224 -0.0617 -0.0002 0.0980 
0.6324 -0.1917 -0.0339 -0.0683 0.0000 0.0969 
0.6652 -0.1866 -0.0384 -0.0728 0.0003 0.0980 
0.7282 -0.1820 -0.0247 -0.0795 -0.0007 0.0954 
0.7629 -0.1756 -0.0363 -0.0829 -0.0009 0.0940 
0.8081 -0.1697 -0.0409 -0.0872 -0.0013 0.0888 
0.8484 -0.1640 -0.0578 -0.0900 -0.0014 0.0911 
0.8970 -0.1580 -0.0714 -0.0938 -0.0017 0.0905 
0.9392 -0.1541 -0.0920 -0.0949 -0.0016 0.0903 
Non-Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle = -14 degrees 
Z' M' y· N' K' X' 
0.4746 -0.2174 -0.0134 0.0102 0.0004 0.0969 
0.4774 -0.2160 -0.0119 0.0175 0.0004 0.0974 
0.4878 -0.2147 -0.0138 0.0264 0.0002 0.0966 
0.4998 -0.2122 -0.0144 0.0344 0.0002 0.0971 
0.5155 -0.2088 -0.0111 0.0422 0.0005 0.0967 
0.5371 -0.2051 -0.0108 0.0502 0.0004 0.0960 
0.5609 -0.2007 -0.0091 0.0571 0.0004 0.0955 
0.5887 -0.1949 -0.0063 0.0643 0.0005 0.0952 
0.6218 -0.1898 0.0022 0.0689 0.0006 0.0934 
0.6550 -0.1840 0.0038 0.0742 0.0006 0.0953 
0.6957 -0.1780 0.0223 0.0775 -0.0008 0.0907 
0.7338 -0.1719 0.0308 0.0808 -0.0007 0.0892 
0.7852 -0.1664 0.0401 0.0841 -0.0010 0.0886 
0.8291 -0.1605 0.0572 0.0864 -0.0002 0.0905 
0.8762 -0.15fi0 0.0643 0.0880 -0.0006 O.OQOO 























































Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle= -12 degrees 
z M y N K X 
14.3087 81.2835 5.2842 -12.3766 -57.1109 4.5197 
8.3583 110.2613 0.1896 2.2631 -0.1089 2.1815 
8.6333 110.0866 0.4520 5.1192 -0.0861 2.2133 
8.9189 110.1129 0.7169 7.6927 -0.1455 2.2803 
9.1711 109.5754 1.0842 10.0931 -0.1082 2.2620 
9.4773 109.3856 1.3596 12.7620 -0.1555 2.2917 
9.8292 108.6692 1.5766 15.4129 -0.1881 2.3029 
10.2607 107.6331 1.9023 18.0384 -0.1760 2.2375 
10.69ll 105.1372 2.1789 20.8753 0.0225 2.2837 
11.1400 103.4343 2.5014 23.1048 -0.0099 2.2554 
11.7197 102.2202 2.7526 25.2931 -0.0937 2.2863 
12.5724 100.3027 2.3433 28.2759 0.1272 2.1021 
13.1078 98.0989 2.7931 29.50ll 0.1604 2.1298 
13.8302 96.1981 3.1221 30.4982 0.0945 2.1328 
14.7132 94.7653 3.4519 31.9063 -0.0105 2.1909 
15.5039 92.8985 3.8031 32.3278 -0.0062 2.1580 
16.3392 91.4074 4.3895 33.3868 0.0382 2.1827 
Dimen<;ional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle= -12 degrees 
z M y N K X 
8.8197 110.5350 -0.1052 -3.1781 -0.2472 2.2876 
8.8960 110.37:!5 -0.3055 -5.0576 -0.2287 2.2876 
9.0425 ll0.1238 -0.6272 -8.4331 -0.3344 2.2947 
9.2322 109.1937 -0.7960 -11.1708 -0.2967 2.2662 
9.4581 108.5460 -0.9826 -14.0813 -0.3453 2.2860 
9.7221 107.2982 -1.2131 -16.9122 -0.3731 2.2755 
10.1089 106.1945 -1.4714 -19.6974 -0.3134 2.2964 
10.4915 104.6407 -1.6680 -21.5612 -0.3087 2.2902 
11.0447 102.9572 -2.0209 -24.1030 -0.5329 2.283.~ 
11.5690 100.5426 -2.2145 -26.0708 -0.4289 2.2815 
12.2664 98.7592 -2.3151 -27.2232 -0.5222 2.0917 
12.9575 97.0453 -2.5931 -28.3640 -0.5990 2.1091 
13.7868 95.1280 -2.9895 -29.3604 -0.4593 2.0943 
14.5120 92.6654 -3.5343 -30.3666 -0.3609 2.0779 
15.2986 90.8154 -3.8744 -30.8400 -0.2571 2.0884 
























































Non-Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle= -12 degrees 
Z' M' Y' N' K' X' Vel 
0.5974 -0.1444 -0.2206 0.0220 0.1015 0.1887 25.00 
0.3498 -0.1964 -0.0079 -0.0040 0.0002 0.0913 24.97 
0.3605 -0.1956 -0.0189 -0.0091 0.0002 0.0924 25.00 
0.3709 -0.1949 -0.0298 -0.0136 0.0003 0.0948 25.05 
0.3814 -0.1939 -0.0451 -0.0179 0.0002 0.0941 25.05 
0.3922 -0.1926 -0.0563 -0.0225 0.0003 0.0948 25.11 
0.4068 -0.1914 -0.0652 -0.0271 0.0003 0.0953 25.11 
0.4240 -0.1893 -0.0786 -0.0317 0.0003 0.0925 25.13 
0.4467 -0.1869 -0.0910 -0.0371 0.0000 0.0954 24.99 
0.4640 -0.1833 -0.1042 -0.0410 0.0000 0.0939 25.03 
0.4862 -0.1805 -0.1142 -0.0447 0.0002 0.0948 25.08 
0.5262 -0.1786 -0.0981 -0.0504 -0.0002 0.0880 24.97 
0.5499 -0.1751 -0.1172 -0.0527 -0.0003 0.0894 24.94 
0.5797 -0.1716 -0.1309 -0.0544 -0.0002 0.0894 24.95 
0.6148 -0.1685 -0.1442 -0.0567 0.0000 0.0915 24.99 
0.6483 -0.1653 -0.1590 -0.0575 0.0000 0.0902 24.98 
0.6811 -0.1621 -0.1830 -0.0592 -0.0001 0.0910 25.02 
Non-Dimensional Load Data For R<.>verse Rotation at Coning Angle= -12 degrees 
I Z' M' y· N' K' X' Vel 
0.3665 -O.IY54 0.0044 0.0056 0.0004 0.0951 25.06 
0.3691 -0.1948 0.0127 0.0089 0.0004 0.0949 25.08 
0.3751 -0.1944 0.0260 0.0149 0.0006 0.0952 25.08 
0.3!t'Hl -O.IQn 0.0330 0.0197 0.0005 0.0940 25.08 
0.3921 -O.IQI5 0.0407 0.0248 0.0006 0.0948 25.09 
0.4030 -0.1893 0.0503 0.0298 0.0007 0.0943 25.09 
0.4187 -0.1872 0.0609 0.0347 0.0006 0.0951 25.10 
0.4349 -0.1846 0.0691 0.0380 0.0005 0.0949 25.09 
0.4586 -0.1819 0.0839 0.0426 0.0009 0.0948 25.07 
0.4807 -0.177R 0.0920 0.0461 0.0008 0.0948 25.06 
0.5117 -0.1753 0.0966 0.0483 0.0009 0.0873 25.01 
0.5410 -0.1724 o.tmn 0.0504 0.0011 0.0881 25.00 
0.5752 -0.16R9 0.1247 0.0521 O.OOOR 0.0874 25.01 
0.606Q -0.1649 0.147R 0.0540 0.0006 O.OR69 24.98 
O.M03 -0.1617 0.1621 0.0549 0.0005 0.0874 24.Q7 
























































Dimen~ional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle = -10 degrees 
z M y N K X 
6.2055 86.3933 0.3966 -5.5654 -10.8736 2.7945 
5.8596 96.3594 0.2725 1.6845 -0.2032 2.1000 
6.0614 96.8246 0.6056 2.8723 -0.1023 2.1589 
6.1950 97.3793 1.0033 4.6199 -0.0712 2.1557 
6.3252 97.1342 1.3485 6.0839 -0.0748 2.1822 
6.5167 97.1862 1.6530 7.5265 -0.1175 2.2345 
6.7677 96.8667 1.9911 9.1855 -0.0630 2.1804 
6.9572 96.6810 2.2160 11.0021 -0.0341 2.2270 
7.1861 96.0988 2.6245 12.0404 -0.1281 2.1873 
7.4322 94.8832 2.8567 13.6313 -0.2277 2.1968 
7.8528 94.3791 3.3295 15.3524 -0.1812 2.2183 
8.3156 94.6500 3.6999 15.6828 0.3376 2.1226 
8.7476 93.7635 4.0836 16.7924 0.4471 2.0597 
9.1938 93.2358 4.4838 18.0976 0.3078 2.1582 
9.6284 92.2:\21 4.9197 18.6912 0.3649 2.1675 
Dimen~ional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle = -10 degrees 
II z M y N K X 
~ 08_i? OA.62Q4 {I 1006 -I tpQf' -0.3BO '2.1882 
6.1678 96.4558 -0.8468 -2.6304 -0.3204 2.2126 
6.2239 96.6380 -1.1707 -3.9299 -0.2387 2.1687 
6.3885 96.5003 -1.4757 -5.9381 -0.3875 2.1829 
6.4386 9G.2333 -1.8D2 -7.3122 -0.4150 2.2115 
-
6.6182 95.7020 -2.1114 -9.0221 -0.3268 2.2048 
6.8248 95.5251 -2.4757 -10.0910 -0.3886 2.2364 
6.9890 94.5649 -2.8237 -11.7400 -0.3152 2.1703 
7.2847 94.(1741 -3.2480 -12.9583 -0.2700 2.2303 
7.5425 93.4254 -3.6112 -13.7991 -0.2949 2.2082 
8.149.~ 9.~.454.i -4.{)639 -14.6713 -0.1673 2.0964 
8.4969 92.6467 -4.4121 -16.0482 -0.0674 2.1329 
8.9057 91.5408 -4.8893 -16.3508 -0.1507 2.1201 
9.4154 90.9199 -5.3067 -17.7336 -0.1319 2.0630 
9.7981 90.0044 -5.7031 -16.9511 -0.3002 2.0622 






















































Non-Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle= -10 degn·es 
Z' M' y· N' K' x· Vel 
0.2591 -0.1535 -0.0 I 66 0.0099 0.0193 0.1167 25.00 
0.2454 -0.1717 -0.0114 -0.0030 0.0004 0.0880 24.96 
0.2529 -0.1719 -0.0253 -0.0051 0.0002 0.0901 25.01 
0.2576 -0.1723 -0.0417 -0.0082 0.0001 0.0896 25.05 
0.2626 -0.1716 -0.0560 -0.0107 0.0001 0.0906 25.07 
0.2699 -0.1713 -0.0685 -0.0133 0.0002 0.0926 25.10 
0.2808 -0.1710 -0.0826 -0.0162 ().()001 0.0905 25.08 
0.2879 -0.170~ -0.0917 -0.0194 0.0001 0.0922 25.11 
0.2967 -0.1 ()88 -0.1084 -0.0212 0.0002 0.090.' 25.14 
0.30% -0.1682 -0.1190 -0.0242 0.000~ 0.0915 25.03 
0.3263 -0.1 ()69 -0.1383 -0.0271 0.0003 0.0922 25 .on 
0.3475 -0.1683 -0.154() -0.0279 -0.0006 0.0887 24.99 
<Uh73 -O.It>75 -0.1715 -(1.0300 -0.0008 0.0865 24.93 
0.3835 -0.1655 -0.1871 -0.0321 -0.0005 0.0900 25.01 
0.4017 -0.16_,7 -0.2052 -0.0332 -0.0006 0.0904 25.01 
Non-Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle =-I 0 degf'E:'es 
z· M' Y' N' K' X' Vel 
0.25.'2 -0.1711 0.020~ 0.0019 0.0006 0.0911 25.04 
0.2565 -0.1708 0.0352 0.0047 0.0006 0.0921 25.0~ 
0.2506 -0.1709 0.(1486 0.0069 0.0004 0.0901 25 _(II) 
0.2650 -0.170~ 0.(1(-,12 0.0105 (1.0007 0.0906 25.08 
0.2671 -0.1699 0.0752 0.0129 0.0007 0.0917 25.08 
0.2/4X -0.1 (!91 O.OX77 0.01.)9 0.0006 0.0915 :!~.~'7 
0.2825 -0.1682 0.1025 0.0178 0.0007 0.0926 25.11 
0.2897 -0.166R 0.1170 0.0207 0.0006 0.0900 25.09 
0.3017 -0.1658 0.1345 0.0228 0.(){)05 0.0924 25.10 
0.3124 -O.IM7 0.1496 0.0243 0.0005 0.0915 25.10 
0.3392 -O.Ifi55 0.1691 0.(1260 0.0003 0.0872 25.04 
0.3548 -0.1646 0.1842 0.0285 0.0001 0.0891 25.00 
0.3727 -0.1630 0.2046 0.0291 O.P003 0.0887 24.97 
0.3931 -0.1615 0.2216 0.0315 0.0002 0.0861 25.00 
0.4084 -O.l."GX 0.2,'77 0.0301 0.0005 O.OR60 25.02 





















































Diml·r ,mal Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle = -8 degrees 
z M y N K X 
9.4352 57.1550 4.9845 -11.5938 -52.3509 4.3899 
4.3221.) 83.4408 0.1850 05115 -0.2616 2.1685 
4.2526 83.6316 0.5390 0.7814 -0.1686 2.1386 
4.2789 84.0701 0.857':1 1.4587 -0.1569 2.1191 
4.3931 84.5539 1.2653 1.6941 -0.1583 2.1713 
4.5240 84.8363 1.6896 2.8351 -0.0705 2.1823 
4.5910 85.3396 1.9629 3.3785 -0.0781 2.172(> 
4.6623 85.4735 2.3443 4.1171 -0.1624 2.1453 
4.8724 86.0754 2.7016 4.7948 -0.1595 2.1865 
5.0407 86.4049 3.1307 5.7709 0.1056 2.1694 
5.1443 86.5344 3.4897 6.1712 0.9355 2.1711 
5.220.1. 84.Q88.l. 3.4252 7.2498 -0.1273 2.1867 
5 4800 85.05QQ 3.7778 7.8492 -0.0519 2.1853 
5.7448 85.9076 4.245Q 7.7772 0.0332 2.2442 
6.0440 86.4622 4.77'2 8.3651 -0.0463 2.3352 
6.3231 87.2060 5.2282 8.1483 -0.0104 2 .. 1.437 
fl.hiM 87.0547 5.5534 8.3809 -0.0653 2 .. 1..238 
Dimeno;ioual Load Data For Rl.'verse Rotation at Coniug Angk = -8 degrees 
7 1\1 y N K X 
4.444h 8.l. 4Q04 -0.2111 -0.6528 0.2410 2 17QO 
4.4130 83.6Q76 -0.5890 -1.2777 0.3028 2.1hll 
4 .. 1.!01 83.7214 -0.9.1.74 -1.2271.) 0.4050 2.1346 
4.4.1.01 8.l..86oQ -1.3217 -2.0508 0.2548 2.1724 
4.5225 84 087h -1.66oQ -2.7162 0.1667 2.16fl8 
4.5724 84.2475 -2.0418 -3 .. 1.400 0 5904 2.1748 
4.7741 84.3802 -2.5579 -4.5634 0.68.l.8 2.1515 
4.908() 84.1.l.l8 -2 Q()()() -5.4887 0.1401 2.1124 
5.1287 84.5187 -.l..2QQ5 -5.9017 0.34()5 2.15.1.0 
4.4777 84.2428 -.l..8_l.hl. -5.4251 -0.2.l.45 2.307.1. 
5.2044 8441n" -4.17l.Q -5.76Q_l. -<U1.2l. 2 .. l..l.t>7 
55716 84.Q254 -45815 -6.9081 -0.3587 2.36.1.2 
5.8451 85.275() -4.4844 -7.4022 -0.62Qh 2 .. l.200 
6.0652 85.2411 -5.31.'\4 -t>.80h'\ -0.4548 2 .4000 

















25 08 174.80 
25.11 187.37 




































Non-Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle = -8 degrees 
z· M' Y' N' K' X' Vel 
0.3939 -0.1015 -0.2081 0.0206 0.0930 0.1833 25.00 
0.1795 -0.1474 -0.0077 -0.0009 0.0005 0.0900 25.07 
0.1761 -0.1474 -0.0223 -0.0014 0.0003 0.0886 25.10 
0.1769 -0.1479 -0.0355 -0.0026 0.0003 0.0876 25.12 
0.1812 -0.1484 -0.0522 -0.0030 0.0003 0.0896 25.15 
0.1863 -0.1487 -0.0696 -0.0050 0.0001 0.0899 25.17 
0.1886 -0.1492 -0.0807 -0.0059 0.0001 0.0893 25.20 
0.1916 -0.1495 -0.0963 -0.0072 0.0003 0.0882 25.20 
0 1999 -0.1503 -0.1108 -0.0084 0.0003 o.o8<n 25.22 
0.2!170 -0.15 )() -0.1285 -0.0101 -0.0002 0.0891 25.21 
0.2110 -0.1511 -0.1432 -0.0108 -0.001() 0.0891 25 22 
().2176 
-0.1508 -0.1428 -0.0129 0.0002 0.0912 25.02 
0.2282 -0.1508 -0.1573 -0.0139 0.0001 0.0910 25.03 
0.2.~91 -0.1521 -0.1767 -0.0138 -0.0001 0.0934 25.04 
0.2507 -O.I52o -0.1982 -0.0148 0.0001 o.o9o9 25.08 
0.2fol7 -O.I53o -0.2164 -0.0144 0.0000 0.0970 25.11 
0.2756 -0.1543 -0.2313 -0.0149 0.0001 0.0968 25.03 
Non-Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle= -8 degrees 
Z' M' y· N' K' x· Vel 
0.1845 -0.1475 0.0088 0.0012 -0.0004 0.0905 25.07 
0.1828 -0.1475 0.0244 0.0023 -0.0005 0.0845 25.10 
0 1817 -0.147fo 0.0~88 0.0022 -0.0007 0.0884 25.10 
0.1832 -0.1476 0.0547 0.0036 -0.0004 0.0898 25.12 
0.18fi7 -0.1477 0.0688 0.0048 -0.0003 ().(1895 25.14 
0.1887 -0.1474 0.0842 0.0059 -0.0010 0.0897 25.15 
0.1970 -0.1481 0.1055 0.0080 -0.0012 0.0888 25.15 
0.2031 -0.1482 0.1228 0.0097 -0.0002 0.0874 25.11 
02114 -0.148.1 0.13fi0 0.0104 -0.0006 0.0888 25.16 
0.20fi8 -0.14Q(l 0.1594 0.0105 0.0004 0.0959 25 06 
0.2184 -0.1499 0.1732 0.0102 0.0006 0.0969 25.08 
0.2315 -0.1502 0.1904 0.0122 0.0006 0.0982 25.06 
0.2448 -0.1507 0.20h9 0.0131 0.0011 0.0963 25.07 
0.2514 -0.1 'i()4 0.2212 {)(1120 O.OOOR 0.0945 25.m 
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Dimen<;ional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle = -6 degrees 
z M y N K X 
3.3706 58.6089 0.7061 -1.4108 -5.843() 2.3706 
1.2245 66.5119 -0.5518 -13.7275 17.2314 1.0871 
1.2949 66.8878 0.0563 -13.3997 17.2148 1.1426 
1.3160 67.5502 0.6607 -12.5771 17.3106 1.1662 
1.4173 68.3982 1.2347 -12.1388 17.4307 1.1695 
1.5513 69.2811 1.8569 -11.1774 17.5997 1.2002 
1.8409 70.52411 2.3548 -10.5271 17.6908 1.1656 
1.9617 71.8060 2.9297 -10.5548 16.8077 1.2331 
1.7047 74.2334 3.3572 -9.5026 16.4589 1.1826 
Dimen<;ional Lo01d Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle = -6 degrees 
z M y N K X 
1.3032 66.8912 -1.4310 -14.4903 17.1483 1.1853 
1.3286 67.2275 -1.9627 -15.2245 17.1664 1.1931 
1.4191 67.9671 -2.5707 -15.6162 17.10D 1.2390 
1.4845 68.7929 -3.1675 -16.0597 17.0573 I. 1722 
1.5935 69.5809 -3.7773 -16.6974 16.9036 1.1595 
1.6888 70.7136 -4.2820 -lfi.9MW 16.5758 1.1162 
1.8821 71.881)7 -4.7882 -17.0022 16.6141 1.0809 









































Non-Dimensional Lnad Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle = -6 degrees 
Z' M' Y' N' K' X' 
0.1407 -0.1041 -0.0295 -0.0225 0.0104 0.0990 
0.0516 -0.1192 0.0232 -0.0004 -0.0309 0.045R 
0.0545 -0.1199 -0.0024 -0.0010 -0.0309 0.04RI 
0.0553 -0.120R -0.027R -0.0025 -0.0310 0.0490 
0.0595 -0.1222 -0.051 R -0.0033 -0.0311 0.0491 
0.0649 -0.1234 -0.0777 -0.0051 -0.0~ 13 0.0502 
0.0772 -0.1259 -0.09RR -OJI062 -0.0316 0.04R9 
. 
O.OR21 -0.1279 -0.1226 -0.0062 -0.0299 0.0516 
0.0704 -0.1305 -0.13R7 -O.OOR3 -0.02R9 0.04R9 
Non-Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle= -6 degrees 
Z' M' y· K' x· 
0.0542 -O.IIR5 0.0596 0.0007 -0.0304 0.0493 
0.0552 -0.1188 (1.0815 0.0019 -0.0303 0.0495 
0.05R8 -0.1198 0.1065 0.0025 -0.0301 0.051.~ 
(1.(1614 
-0.1212 0.1311 0.0033 -0.0300 0.0485 
0.065R -0.1222 0.1560 0.0043 -0.0297 0.0479 
0.0705 -O.I25n 0.17RR 0.0051 -0.0294 0.0466 
0.0786 -0.1278 0.2001 0.(1052 -0.0295 0.0452 
o.m~nl -0.1308 0.2275 0.0058 -0.02QO 0.0463 
110 


































Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle= -4 degrees 
z M y N K X 
6.6033 21.8781 4.8999 -10.6082 -48.9253 4.0773 
1.0188 46.8370 0.0662 -0.0668 -0.0928 2.0900 
1.0249 47.1501 0.2671 -0.1688 -0.0878 2.1016 
1.0532 47.5289 0.4857 -0.4030 -0.0633 2.1352 
1.1028 47.7068 0.7332 -0.3068 -0.0648 2.1206 
1.0858 47.2894 0.9050 -0.1000 -0.1812 2.1367 
1.1032 47.9866 0.9931 -0.0498 0.1649 2.1274 
1.1641 48.3090 1.2546 0.0571 0.2760 2.1186 
U973 49.3287 1.8388 -0.4800 0.2891 2.1588 
I .5279 49.7502 1.9803 -0.2050 0.0983 2.1484 
1.8745 48.6646 2.4970 -1.4754 -5.4609 2.3410 
1.8613 49.5713 2.6621 -1.6115 -4.8565 2.2816 
1.8221 50.4822 2.7740 -1.5004 -4.9652 2.2806 
1.8528 51.3061 2.8576 -1.8305 -5.0175 2.3110 
1.8917 52.1875 3.0165 -2.0076 -5.6205 2.3402 
1.8457 52.7793 3.1154 -1.6996 -4.9073 2.2823 
Dimeno;ional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle = -4 degrees 
z M y N K X 
0.8149 46.0902 -0.1991 -0.2706 0.2232 2.0459 
0.8386 46.1109 -0.3884 -0.1217 -0.2085 2.0567 
0.7748 46.2182 -0.5551 -0.0460 -0.0286 2.0270 
0.7691 46.2011 -0.7643 -0.2813 0.1402 2.0619 
0.7683 46.3760 -1.0457 -0.3070 0.1887 2.0298 
0.7407 46.8818 -1.2172 -0. I 285 0.3437 2.0322 
0.7830 47.3522 -1.4549 -0.1431 0.1112 2.0305 
0.7596 47.7398 -1.6389 0.0709 -0.0096 2.0429 
0.7871 48.2062 -1.8601 0.0133 -0.2821 2.0610 
0.8659 48.1052 -1.8920 0.6496 -0.4711 2.0777 
1.8441 47.2935 -0.9025 -2.0586 -4.9425 2.191 I 
1.8670 47.608.'i -1.0469 -1.7408 -6.0073 2.2055 
1.7615 49.0170 -1.4213 -1.6957 -5.0839 2.2165 
1.5191 49J373 -1.6941 -0.8817 -4.6756 2.2278 
1.55.'i7 50.9231 -2.0189 -0.0913 -4.2505 2.303 I 






















































Non-Dimellsional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle= -4 degrees 
z· M' y· N' K' x· Vel 
0.2757 -0.0389 -0.2046 0.0188 0.0869 0.1702 25.00 
0.0421 -0.0823 -0.0027 0.0001 0.0002 0.0863 25.14 
0.0422 -0.0826 -0.0110 0.0003 0.0002 0.0866 25.17 
0.0432 -0.0830 -0.0199 0.0007 0.0001 0.0876 25.22 
0.0452 -0.0833 -0.0301 0.0005 0.0001 0.0870 25.22 
0.0449 -O.o8:n -0.0375 0.0002 0.0003 0.0884 25.11 
0.0455 -0.0842 -0.0409 0.0001 -0.0003 0.0877 25.16 
0.0479 -0.0847 -0.0517 -0.0001 -0.0005 0.0873 25.17 
0.{)575 
-0.0863 -0.0756 0.0008 -0.0005 0.0888 25.19 
0.0627 -0.0869 -0.0812 0.0004 -0.0002 0.0881 25.22 
0.0777 -0.0858 -0.1035 0.0026 0.0096 0.0970 25.09 
0.0772 -0.0874 -0.1103 0.0028 0.0086 0.0946 25.09 
0.0753 -0.0888 -0.1147 0.0026 0.0087 0.0943 25.12 
0.0764 -0.0900 -0.1178 0.0032 0.0088 0.0953 25.16 
0.0777 -0.0913 -0.1240 0.0035 0.0098 0.0962 25.20 
0.0768 -0.0934 -0.1296 0.0030 0.0087 0.0949 25.05 
Non-Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle= -4 degrees 
z· M' Y' N' K' x· Vel 
0.0338 -0.0814 0.0083 0.0005 -0.0004 0.0849 25.08 
0.0348 -0.0814 0.0161 0.0002 0.0004 0.0853 25.08 
0.0321 -0.0815 0.0230 0.0001 0.0001 0.0840 25.09 
0.0319 -0.0815 0.0317 0.0005 -0.0002 0.0855 25.09 
O.CHI9 -0.0819 0.0434 0.0005 -0.0003 0.0842 25.08 
0.0307 -0Jl828 0.0505 0.0002 -0.0006 0.0843 25.08 
0.0325 -0.0835 0.0603 0.0003 -0.0002 0.0842 25.09 
0.0.~15 -0.0843 0.0680 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0848 25.08 
0.0326 -0.0850 0.0771 0.0000 0.0005 0.0854 25.09 
0.0358 -0.0847 0.0783 -0.0011 0.0008 0.0860 25.11 
0.0766 -0.0836 0.0375 0.0036 0.0087 0.0910 25.07 
0.0772 -0.0838 0.0454 0.0031 0.0106 0.0912 25.12 
0.0728 -0.0862 0.0587 0.0030 0.0089 0.0916 25.13 
0.0627 -0.0867 0.0699 0.0015 0.0082 0.0920 25.14 
0.0641 -0.0893 0.0832 0.0002 0.0075 0.0949 25.16 






















































Dimen~ional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle= -2 degrees 
z M y N K X 
1.6321 15.2077 0.7600 -3.4971 -9.9625 2.5414 
0.3472 26.1328 -0.1432 -0.1172 -0.2192 1.9423 
0.3168 26.4212 0.1510 -0.4789 -0.0796 2.0012 
0.3924 26.7632 0.3464 -1.1906 -0.0768 2.0137 
0.4482 27.0151 0.5305 -1.4774 0.0254 2.0388 
0.5199 27.9819 0.6848 -2.2622 0.0137 2.0189 
0.3977 28.3817 0.4792 -3.1299 0.2852 1.8939 
0.3936 28.8609 0.5965 -2.6061 0.4909 1.8232 
0.5818 30.0543 0.4760 -3.8705 0.2130 2.0006 
Dimen<>ional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle = -2 degrees 
z M y N K X 
0.5098 26.3594 -0.1380 0.1600 -0.1521 2.0486 
0.47R4 26.6496 -0.2996 0.7314 -0.1600 2.0323 
0.5096 26.5273 -0.4183 1.0829 -0.1797 2.0349 
0.5610 26.7967 -0.5148 1.4681 -0.1861 2.0566 
0.6519 27.0892 -0.6558 2.3788 -0.2020 2.0763 
0.5167 27.3611 -0.9612 2.9323 0.0067 1.8804 
0.5191 28.1504 -0.9574 3.9547 -0.0252 1.905.~ 




































Non-Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation a• Coning Angle = -2 degrees 
Z' M' y• N' K' X' 
0.0681 -0.0270 -0.0317 0.0062 0.0177 0.1061 
0.0146 -0.0466 0.0060 0.0002 0.0004 0.0814 
0.0133 -0.0473 -0.0064 0.0009 0.0001 0.0842 
0.0165 -0.0478 -0.0145 0.0021 0.0001 0.0845 
0.0188 -0.0482 -0.0222 0.0026 0.0000 0.0854 
0.0217 -0.04QR -0.0286 0.0040 0.0000 0.0844 
0.0166 -0.0505 -0.0200 0.0056 -0.0005 0.0791 
0.0165 -0.0514 -0.0250 0.0046 -0.0009 0.0763 
0.0242 -0.0533 -0.0198 0.0069 -0.0004 0.0833 
Non-Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle= -2 degrees 
I z· M' y· N' K' X' 
0.0213 -0.0468 0.0058 -0.0003 0.0003 0.0855 
0.0199 -0.0472 0.0125 -0.0013 0.0003 0.0846 
0.0212 -0.0470 0.0174 -0.0019 0.0003 0.0847 
o.on3 -0.0475 0.0214 -0.0026 0.0003 0.0856 
0.0270 -0.0478 0.0272 -0.0042 0.0004 0.0861 
0.0215 -0.0485 0.0401 -0.0052 0.0000 0.0784 
0.0217 -0.0500 0.0400 -0.0070 0.0000 0.0795 








































Dimenc;ional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle = 0 degrees 
z M y N K X 
0.7967 -12.0599 1.7989 -4.9190 -19.4488 2.9345 
-0.2419 4.1745 -0.1209 -0.4770 -0.0106 2.0840 
-0.2700 4.1757 -0.1425 -0.9813 -0.0912 2.0949 
-0.308R 4.0453 -0.1183 -0.9937 -0.0083 2.1183 
-0.6246 3.6192 -0.2008 -1.3193 0.0731 2.0433 
-0.6331 3.7964 -0.2185 -1.5685 0.0414 2.0198 
-0.6643 3.5874 -0.2595 -1.6139 0.1016 2.0506 
-0.6369 3.3831 -0.3340 -1.8938 0.0786 1.9954 
-0.6362 3.3507 -0.4042 -2.5624 0.0083 2.0038 
-0.4331 3.3197 -0.4630 -2.7512 -0.0796 1.9964 
-0.3547 3.5686 -0.5550 -3.0694 -0.0129 2.0091 
-0.7402 2.8022 -0.8791 -2.9461 -(}.0 105 1.9769 
Dimenc;ional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle = 0 degrees 
z M y N K X 
-0.666!1 3.4557 0.0207 -0.2216 -0.2494 1.9997 
-0.6633 3.9024 0.0/97 0.1::!29 -0.2050 2.0109 
-0.6602 3.6458 0.1694 0.2179 -0.0342 2.0076 
-0.6202 3.5016 0.2337 0.7122 -0.2158 2.0150 
-0.6449 3.3906 0.2983 0.8687 -0.2396 2.0087 
-0.7197 3.3341 0.3217 1.2053 -0.1415 2.0188 
-0.8042 2.9214 0.3385 1.4328 -0.1719 1.9386 
-0.8041 2.3766 0.4588 2.2018 -0.2452 2.0205 
-0.7701 1.7791 0.5336 2.2009 -0.2205 1.9473 











































Non-Dimensional Load Data For Forward Rotation at Coning Angle = 0 degrees 
Z' M' Y' N' K' X' 
0.0333 0.0214 -0.0751 0.0087 0.0346 0.1225 
-0.0101 -0.0074 0.0051 0.0009 0.0000 0.0874 
-0.0113 -0.0074 0.0059 0.0017 0.0002 0.0875 
-0.0129 -0.0072 0.0049 0.0018 0.0000 0.0882 
-0.0260 -0.0004 0.0084 0.0023 -0.0001 0.08Cil 
-0.0264 -0.0067 0.0091 0.0028 -0.0001 0.0841 
-0.0276 -0.0063 O.ot08 0.0029 -0.0002 0.0851 
-0.0265 -0.0060 0.0139 0.0034 -0.0001 0.0832 
-0.0265 -0.0059 0.0168 0.0045 0.0000 0.0834 
-0.0181 -0.0059 0.0193 0.0049 0.0001 0.0834 
-0.0148 -0.0064 0.0232 0.0055 0.0000 0.0840 
-0.0309 -0.0050 0.0367 0.0052 0.0000 0.0825 
Non-Dimensional Load Data For Reverse Rotation at Coning Angle= 0 degrees 
Z' M' y· N' K' X' 
-0.0279 -0.0061 -0.0009 0.0004 0.0004 0.0836 
-0.0277 -0.0069 -0.0033 -0.0002 0.0004 0.0839 
-0.0275 -0.0065 -0.0071 -0.0004 0.0001 0.0837 
-0.0259 -0.0062 -0.0097 -0.0013 0.0004 0.0840 
-0.0269 -0.0060 -0.0124 -0.0015 0.0004 0.0837 
-0.0300 -0.0059 -0.0134 -0.0021 0.0003 0.0842 
-0.0337 -0.0052 -0.0142 -0.0026 0.0003 0.0812 
-0.0336 -0.0042 -0.0192 -0.0039 0.0004 0.0845 
-0.0323 -0.0032 -0.0223 -0.0039 0.0004 0.0816 













































Test Data: Flo\v Field Mapping 
The data included in this Appendix is a sample (for <X.c=-20") of the output for: 
• The data gathering in LDV (furmel Space 
• The translation into Body Space 
• The PostScript output file which drives a graphics device 
This is a summary of several lines from the output of SUBVEL: 
Alpha= -.!11 def 75.0 rpm le•l on 02-:!0-1 1NO at 1551i 
Po•it I -R~.51ili .000 -I W.700 
Alpha lln Wn 
.(XXI -:!li.4R5 .~ 12 
2.000 -21i. ~57 .132 
4.000 -2fi.l5lJ .07R 
6.000 -:!fiJI<lR .I ~0 
8.()(10 -:!5.9fifi .117 
10.000 -2fi.621 .129 
12.000 -2fi.776 .4~.~ 
14.000 -26.591 .154 
16.000 -26.1R~ .13~ 
18.()(1(1 -21\.:175 .317 
20.fl()() -26.114 .24h 
22.000 -21i.~<J2 .4 D 
24.000 -26.3(,4 .324 
26.000 -21i.437 .562 
28.00(1 -21i.421i .5~1i 
30.011(1 -26.542 .371 
32.()()() -26.4~4 .478 
34.0110 26.61 R .404 
36.01)(1 -26.46R .73~ 
~8.011(1 -2fi.454 .Mfi 
40.()()(1 -26.513 .M4 
42.01)() -26.4~7 .544 
44.0110 -2fi.5~7 .758 
46.()()() -2fi.87R .618 













p..,..;r 2 -R.l56f• .()(1(1 . D2.715 
Alpha Uo Wo 
.OliO -2h.222 -.057 
2.0110 -25.424 .005 
4.01)(1 -21\. J!!.l -.040 
f,_()(W) -2fi.ll)() .()()1) 
R.IXWI -21'>.027 .()()C) 





















This is a summary of several lines from the output of PERTURB: 
Coning Angle= -20 at 75.0 rpm on 02-20-1990 at 1556 
X Y Z U V 
-126.307 .000 -102.694 .107 .000 
-126.277 -4.87S -102.614 .04S .oos 
-126.11){) -'l.74S -102.374 .027 .oos 
-126.04S -14.1i03 -101.975 .044 .014 
-12S.842 -19.442 -101.416 .040 .016 
-12S.581 -24.259 -100.699 .Q43 .022 
-125.262 -29.(14S -99.82S .14S .090 
-124.887 -33.796 -98.794 .051 .037 
-124.4S6 -38.507 -97.608 .o44 .037 
-123.'l68 -43.170 -96.269 .103 .Q98 
-123.425 -47.780 -94.777 .079 .084 
-122.827 -52.333 -93.135 .131 .155 
-122.176 -56.821 -91.344 .101 .132 
-121.471 -61.240 -89.40S .173 .246 
-120.714 -65.585 -87.328 .162 .252 
-119.90S -69.850 -85.106 .110 .185 
-119.046 -74.030 -82.746 .139 .253 
-118.138 -78.119 -S0.251 .liS .221l 
-117.181 -82.114 -77.622 .204 .4~4 
-116.178 -86.00S -74.86S .174 .398 
-115.128 -89.797 -71.9SI .169 .414 
-114.0:\4 -93.478 -l\8.'l7~ .13S .3M 
-112.1!97 -97.044 -tlS.850 .181i .527 
-111.717 -100.492 -62.610 .147 .445 
-110.49S -103.817 -59.259 .202 .65S 
-109.239 -107.011\ -55.801 .171i .614 
-107.943 -110.08S -52.240 .IS2 .S67 
-106.611 -113.Cl20 -48.580 .126 .506 
-IOS.24S -115.817 -44.827 .IIi I .697 
-103.846 -118.472 -40.984 .ISO .70·l 
-102.411l -120.984 -37.0S6 .159 .805 
-100.9S8 -123.348 -:13.04'1 .ISO .821l 
-99.472 -125.562 -28.%6 .131 .785 
-97.960 -127.622 -24.813 .115 .758 
-91\.425 -129.528 -20.595 .129 .931l 
-94.!168 -131.27S -16.317 .Ill .8'l4 
-93.291 -132.863 -ll.'lS5 .091 .817 
-91.6'16 -134.288 -7.1\03 .074 .757 
-90.085 -135.550 -3.177 .07 5 .880 
-88.41l0 -136.h4 7 1.288 .Oil3 .860 
-86.8.23 -137 57!! 5.78ti .057 .953 
-85.176 -138.3-t() 10.311 .0-17 .980 






























































This is an abbreviated version of a PostScript file which is the output of VECTORS: 
%!PS-Adobe-I.O 
%%Boundin~Box: 0 0 612 792 




/m l moveto I def 
/1 llincto I def 
I• {stroke I def 
If Ifill} def 
/n l ncwpath I dcf 
/arrow l new path 
00 moveto 
I 0 lincto 
I 0 move to 
0.75 0.10 line to 
I 0 moveh> 




9 scalefont setfont 
o/c %EndProlof! 
%%Page: I I 
306 396 translate 
1.1:\JQ -I.JJN 'calc 
gsave 
2.000 2.000 "ale 




.000 -42.751 tran,Jatc 
-5.:\QR rotate 






-4.R75 -42.1i71 tran,latt· 
-4 1.3\1<1 rotate 






-9.745 -42.4J2 translate 
21i(l.3.l4 rotate 






-14.Nn -42.m2 translate 
181i.fiQ7 rotate 






/Helvetica findfont 9 ·"aldont ·"·tfont 
n 
-203.2 -20J.2 Ill 
-203.2 2fll.2 I 
2fn.2 203.2 I • 
I -I scale 
II 
-210. 2(Xl. Ill 



























-235. 200.m( -II 
-210. ISO.m 
-203. 180. I s 
-235. 180.m( 
-210. 160.m 
-203. 160. Is 
200. -210. m 




I QO. -220. m ( J()(l 1 •ho"' 
n 
/Helvetica findfont 12 Reale font setfont 
-20-240 m 
(Y \(in mm\)) show 
n 
/lleh·etica findfont It; scaldont setfont 
• 70 2ffi m 
(Cro.- Flow Velociti~') shov. 
n 
/Helvetica findfont 10 RCaldont ,etfont 
-II~. 24.5. m 
(Coning Angl~ ~ -20 de~re~'· 7~ rpm. at Xo = ·~58.81 'lwv. 
n 
/l1elvetica find font 12 « alefonl ,~tfnnt 
-240 0 m 
90 rotate 
(Z \(in mm\)1 'hnv. 
s~'tor~ 
showpag~ 























The following programs were written in Microsoft FORTRAN and compiled for use on an 
IBM PC XT, AT or PS/2 . 
.............................................•..•......•. 
Sl"BVEl. F< IR 
10111 r:.: ck' 
and 
Budd\ Dur>< an 
1-'<!>ruar~ l'l<Xl 
..............................••......................... 
·nu, prn~ram takt:~ tunnc·l roordmatt"' in ntn"' from a data 
filt>. con\t"rt.-. tn Ja..,er tah)(' coordmalr""\, po"itinn' the 
)a..,rr atlht'"'(. (oorchnalt:'l\ and mea-;ure~ the vrlocit\ thrrr 
f<•r I!KIO count- and writ•• th• data to an output fil~ 
"'h1c h rrcord' 'doc 11~ anrl rotational poc.ition. 




mtc~C"r• 2 •'rt:rd,,"'a'c")h 
, •• , 'f'lll 
dUTJt"n"IClfl \'((lh{ll,\7( \ft01, phn1f,f1, 
charallt'r* .:!0 rnhl,. .outt 1lc· 
s.rur all d" ll <' 
il-ta,c'"'-= ..,R-l 
c all 'f'tr'"'' 1hav·cu, • 
ull I'•' 
call '<tur 
ta~r <an· nf tnput ancl ntllput filr< 
"rrtrr•.·ta\l·)· Ent•r thr Htpul dJI.t filr =='·· 
roadt•.·ta20J") tnfilr 
"rltrt•.·ta\1')' Entt'r lhr ()Utrur dala hit·~=-·-.· 
N"ad1•. 'fa~o,·, Putftk 
o~nlumt= l.fil<= onftk .•tatu•= ·old 
OJ'("nlunit~l.fik-=outftk l 
<all F•ttmtlthr.mun.l'<< .1 HKithl 
call ~rtdal( ryr .imon.t<la\ I 
n"adl I. • )alpha.rrm 
v.nrrt • .4'1'1<l lalpha.rrm 
pau•• ·SF! TIIF i\1\1 l\T \"AI l TS TifFS llrT RFTI.:R" 
wrrr.t.1.'i(l()0) alph;~. rrm. inwn. tda~. "'· rhr. rnun 
St'C rt"fractton \'alut' to ac lOUnl for Y <.flrrrtiiPn 
"'•II= Ill '14~'''' 
~1o\t' thr I.J)\' ·raHr tneaC"h ':unplr pnlllf and mra\ttrr \("in<.lltr'-


































read( 1,* ,end= I<XI."\ 1 xO, yO, 70 
write( *,5005) nposit 
yO= yO*sndl 
call 'ubmove(x0,v0,70) 
yO = yO/•ne II • 
write po•ition header to output file 
write( 3,!i<Xll) nposit,xO,yO.zO 
get the data at thi• point 
call get_data(vx, n,phi.nbin I 
wnte the data out 
do 1\02 j= I ,nbin 
rever-e ''" !FA sirn convent1on to corre,por~<ltn s:-o;AMF 
VX(JI=-I*ntjl 
V7(j 1=·1 .• , 71j I 
write( ~ .. '\00~) phi(j I, "'j I, n(j I 
continue 
npo,..it=nr'"""•1 
~o In 'Xkl 
continue 
fom1a11' Alpha= 'i\ · RP~1 = ·.n.~l 
fom~al( · Alpha= ',I.\' de!' · .1'6.1. · rpm te'l 011 '.12.2. ·. ·.12.2 . 
'-',144,' at ',12.~.12.21 
fom1at( · Posit· .l.'\,"lx,F<l.),3x,F9.3,3x.F9.l) 
fc•mlat( 3f 10.3) 
fonnat(;\R,2,.A4) 
fonnall · Movin~ L[)\' to po,ition number ',141 
continue 
cfno;.("( II 






































• PERTIJRB.FOR • 
• • 
• by • 
• • 
• Tom Eccles • 
• • 
• February 1990 • 
• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
This program takes the measured velocities and roll angles 
for each pooition and converts the velocities and locations 
to a body fixed coordinate ~yscem. The velocities are given 






character• SO header 




dimension phi(70, 180).u0(70.1801,w0(70, 180) 
dimension u(70.180),v(70, 180),w(70.1801 
dimension x0(70),y0(70),z0(70) 
dimension x( 70, 180),y( 70, 180).z( 70, 180) 
pi= acos(-1.) 
Find inpul and oulpul file names 
write( •, '(a)')' ' 
write(•, '(a\)')' Type the IJI.;PUT velociry data filename=>' 
read(• ,'(a)') in vel 
open( unit= l.file=i ve I, status=' old') 
write(•, '(a)')' ' 
write(•,'(a\j')' Type the Ot.TTPUT velocity data filename=>' 
read(•,'(a)') outvel 




read( I ,.500 1 ) alpha, rpm, date, time 
write(3,S006) alpha, rpm, date, time 
write( 3,5002) 
nbin=l80 




read( 1..5003,end= 1201) nposit,xOinpL<).yO!npl<).zOinpL<) 
do 1200 j= l.nbin 
read( 1,.5004) phi( npts.j ),uO( npt<.j ), wOe npts,j) 
c Loop back to a new data point and begin again. 
1200 continue 
ji:OtO 1100 
120 I _ .mtmue 
npr.=npt.<-1 
c Find all the p~ition.< in body ~pace (x,y.z) 
do 12.50 k= l.npt< 
do 1225 m=l,nhin 
x(k,m t=xO(k )•cos( alpha•pi/180 )+oinl alpha•pi/180)• 
• (yO(k)•sinlphil k,ml"pi! 180)-zO(k)•cos(phi(k,m )•pi/180)) 
• 
y(k,m)=y01k )•cos(phi(k.m )•pif 180)+z0(k )••inlphick.m )0 
pi/180) 
zck,m l=xO!k )•sin( alpha"pi! 180)-cosc alpha•rif ISO)• 








































do 1350 k= l,hpts 





wO(k +hpts,m+q34bin )*cos( phi( k.m) *pi/ 180) 
w(k,m)=cos(alpha*pi/180)* 
(wO(k,m)•cos(phi(k,m)*pi/180)+ 
wO(k+hpts,m+q34bin )*•in( phi(k,m l*pi/180)) 
C("'n1inue 





wO( k+hpts,m-qbinl*cos(phi!k,m J*pi/1 RO) 
w(k,m )=cO'<( alpha*pi/ 180)* 
(wO(k.ml*cos(phi(k,mJ*pi/180)+ 
w0( k+hpts,m-qbin)*sin(philk.m )*pi/180)) 
continue 
continue 
do 1450 i=l,hpts 
do 1400 j= l.nbin 
write( 3 . .5005) X( i,j ),y(i,j),z( i.j).u( i,j). v( i,j),w(i,j) 
continue 
continue 











fonnat( 7 x.I5. 31l,F9 .3,31l,F9 .3,3x.F9 .3) 
fonnat(3FI0.3) 
fonnat(6FI2.3) 
fonnal( 'Coning Angle = · .13.' at '.F5.1.' rpm on ',A I 0,' at ',A4) 




























Thi• program will generate the Po:o~tScript file to produce 
perturbation vecton in the body-fixed section on a laser printer 
integer alpha,num,nspace.hdata,rpm.q34data 
real xO 
character• 20 indata. outps 
pi=acos( -I.) 
write(*, '(a)')' Enter the INPlJf data file name=>' 
read(•,'(a)') indata 
open( 3.file=indata,status= 'old') 
write(•,'(a)')' ' 
write(•. '(a)')' Enter the output PostScript file name=>' 
read(*, '(a)') outps 
open(5,file=outps,status=' new') 
write( •, ' (a)')' ' 
write(*,'(a)')' Enter the number of lines of data=>' 
read(•,•) ndata 
write(*,'(a)')'' 
write(•, '(a)')' Enter the coning angle=>' 
read( •, •) alpha 
write(•,'(a)')' ' 
write(*, '(a)')' Enter the rotation rate in rpm=>' 
read< •.•) rpm 




writec•,'(a)')' Enter scale factor=>' 
read(•,•) sfac 
This establishes the requires PostScript header material 
write(5, '(a)')'% !PS-Adobe-1.0' 
write(5. '(a)')'%%BoundingBox: 0 0 612 792' 
write( 5. '(9a,20a) ')'%%Title: ',outps 
write(5. '(a)')'%%Page.: I' 
write(5. '(a)')'%%0ocumentFonts: Helvetica' 
write(5, '(a)')'%%EndComments' 
write(5,'(a)')'/m {move to} def' 
write(.'i, '(a)')'/1 { lineto I def' 
write(5,'(a)')'/s {stroke} def' 
write(5,'(a)')'/f I fill I def' 
write(S,'(a)')'/n { newpath} def' 
write( 5.'(a)')'/arrow { newpath · 
write(.'i,'(a)')' 0 0 moveto' 
write(5,'(a)')' I 0 lineto' 
write(.'i.'(a)')' I 0 moveto' 
write(5.'Ca)')' 0.75 0.10 lineto' 
write(.'i,'(a)')' I 0 moveto' 
write(5, '(a)')' 0.75-0.10 line to} def 
write(.'i,'(a)')'0.072 setlinewidth · 
write( 5,'(a)' )' 2 setlinejoin' 
write( 5. ' (a)')' /Helvetica findfont' 
write(5, '(a)')'9 scalefont setfont' 
write(5,'(a)')'%%EndProlog' 
write(5,'(a)')'%%Page· I I' 
write(5, '(al')'30fi 39li translate' 
write( .'i.'(a)' )' 1.1339 .(. 1339 scale' 
write(5 '(a)')'gsave · 
shift=-l*xO••in<alpha•piJIRO.) 
write(.'i. '(2F6.3.ali)') sfac,sfac, ·scale' 
writet5.'(a3,F7.3.al0)') '0 ',shift.' tran•latc' 
write( 5. '(a)')'gsave · 
This re•d• thru the velocitv data files and 
produces the indi\ idual vectors 




























if ((v.eq.O.).and.(w.eq.O.)) then 
vecang=O. 
veclen=O. 
el.eif ((v .eq.O.).and.(w.gt.O.)) then 
vecang=90. 




el~eif ((v.lt.O.).and.(w.eq.O.)) then 
vecang=180. 
el'leif ((v .gt.O.).and.(w.ne.O. )) then 
vecang=(atan(w/v))•ISO./pi 
else if ((v .lt.O.).and.(w.ne.O.)) then 
vecang= 180.+(atan(w/v))•l80./pi 
end if 





if ( (j .lt.hdata ).or.( (j .It .q34data ).and.( modlj. 3 ).eq.O)) 
.or.(mod(j.6).eq.0)) then 
write(5, '(a)')'n' 
write(5,'(F9.3.a13)') width.' setlinewidth' 
write(5, '(2F9.3.a 10)') y,z, · tran~late · 
write(5, '(F9.3.a7)') vecang, ·rotate' 
write(5,'(2F9.3,a6)') veclen. veclen,' scale' 
write(5.'(a)')'arrow ~· 
write( 5. ' (a)·)' grestore' 





This draws the hull cross-section 
write(S,'(a\') 'n' 
write( S. '(a)')'O 0 34.2265 0 360 arcs' 
This establishe.1 the coordinate axes 
write( S. ' (a)')' grestore · 
write(S, '(a)' )'grestore' 
write(S. '(a)')'n' 
write(S, '(a)')'0.72 <etlinewidth' 
write(S. '(a)')'{Helvetica findfont 9 scalefont setfont' 
write(5,'(a)')'n' 
write(S,'(a)')'-203.2 -203.2 m' 
write(5. '(a)')'-203.2 203.2 I' 
write(5, '(a)')'203.2 203.2 Is' 
Thi~ draws the tic marks and Ia be Is them 
write(5,'(a)')'l-1 scale' 
do 250 k=l.2 
fixed=-210. 
tic=-203.2 






write( 5,5002) fixed space.· m · 
write(5.5003) tic,space,' Is' 
write(S,'(a)') 'n' 
write( 5.5004) cha".~pace. · m ( ',num. ·) <how· 





write( 5,5002! space.fixed,' m · 





































This labels the ues 
write(5,'(a)') 'n' 
write(5, '(a)')'/Helvetica findfont 12 scalefont serfont' 
write(S,'(a)')'-20 -240m' 
write(5, '(a)')'(Y \(in mm\)) show' 
write( 5,'(a)') 'n' 
write(5,'(a)')'/Helvetica findfont 16 scalefont setfont' 
write(5, '(a)')'-70 260m' 
write(5, '(a)')'(Cross Aow Velocities) ~how' 
write(S,'(a)') 'n' 
write(5, '(a)')'/Helvetica findfont 10 scalefont setfont' 
write(S,'(a)')'-115. 245. m' 
write(5,5005)'(Coning Angle= ',alpha,' degrees. ',rpm, 
'rpm, at Xo = ·.~0,') show' 
write(5,'(a)') 'n' 
write(5, '(a)')'/Helvetica findfont 12 scalefont setfont' 
write(5, '(a)')'-240 0 m' 
write(5, '(a)')'90 rotau:' 
write(5,'(a)')'(Z \(in mm\)) show' 
wnte(5. '(a)')'grestore' 
write(5. '(a)' )'show page· 



































c -----Version: 1.3 
c 
c -----Date: August 1989 
c 
c ---- Purpose: Main driver program that links wirh the following 
c programs: Davlab, Common, DCDave and Calibr.For. 
c This program is to obtain readings from the balance, 
c store them (ac and de), and convert the steady stale 
c component• to forces and moment•. 
c Program for ROT A TINO measurements. DC forces 
c and momenta. 
c 
c ----Programmers: Tom Eccles, Dave Johnson and Glenn Mckee 
c 
c --- Language: Microsoft Fortran 4.1 
c 
c ----- Variables: 
c fdata(i): Raw MIT count• array filled with count< 
c from all a/d channels. ("'full"" data) 
c 
c pdata(il: Raw MIT count• array with 6 preferred 
c chaP nels of a/d channels. Arrav values 
c are later corrected for zeros and convair 
c /MIT counL<. This arrav is then mult. 
c by a(i,jl for the balance.load<. 













loads( i ): Array with balance load<. load<li) comes 
from the matrix multiplication of pdata(i) 
and a(i,j). 
zerot( i): Row array with averaged counts for all 
a/d channels. This array is read by the 
subroutine ""filter'" to convert to the 
preferred 6 channels and put into zeros(i). 
a(i.j): Coefficient matrix [B). From {L} = [B){R} 
c ----- Files: 
c 
c 
marne: Raw MIT counts file with data from all 
a/d channels 
Ratio: file of Convair R-eal/MIT R-eal readings for the 















M2XIT.DAT: Balance coefficients for Roll hridge 2 and 
Axial bridge I, referenced to C of Rot. 
••• Data Conventions Used in lnis Code ••• 
Index Readings( )Loads() 
I Norrnal Force I Norrnal Force at center 
2Norrnal Force 2Pitch Moment at center 
3Side Force I Side Force at center 
4Side Force 2Yaw Moment at center 
SSelected Roll BridgeRoll Moment at center 
6Selected Axial Bridge Axial Force at center 
c ( The zeros() and ratios() vectors use the same conventions as 
c the pdatal ) ) 
c 
c --·--- ------------------------------------------------------------------
rul pdatalli), loads(6). zerosl6), ratios( I>), fdata(9) 
real zerotl9). dpc, rpmc. dp. rpma.iload•(li) 
character*3 tease, zca•e 
character* II zname. lname, mame,iname,calihr 
character*RO id, header.head l,headc 
character ans 
common /dpcell/ rho. zero. full. tt 
common /rpm/ rvz. rvcal 





















c ---- open file.~ 




••• PROGRAM DC.FOR ••• ' 
cdb ---Debug command• for reading in Convair test case. This is to 
cdb check the data reduction algorithm ...... 
cdb goto 52 
write(*,*)' Note: Zeros for this program are stored in the' 
write(*,*)' file aawww.CfS. The program zero should be' 
write ( •, *) ' run fust to get the proper DAILY zeros. ' 
write(*,*) 
write(*, '(A\)')' Input the zero (cts) filename (IJHFaa.CfS): ' 
read (*,1) zname 
write ( 0 ,*) 
c ----- Read in zeros from file zname 
open (unit= 2, file= zname , status= 'old') 
read ( 2.' ( a80)') header 
read (2,' (a SO)') id 
read (unit =2, fmt = 2, err= 51) zcase, (zerot(i), i = I ,9) 
write ( • ,*) 
write(*,*)' Zeroes read in successfully!' 
write(*,*) 
c -----Debug command 
write(*,*) zerou l),zeroU9) 
goto 52 
51 write(*,•) 
write ( •, •) ' Error in reading zero file ' 
goto 100 
52 continue 
c -----Read in ratio~ from file of preferred channels (file "RATIO") 
readtunit= 10, fmt= 6, err= 55) (ratios(i), i=l,6) 
write ( 0 .*) 
write (*,•) 'Ratios read in successfully' 
c -----Debug command . 
write ( •, •) ratio~( I ),ratios( 6) 
goto 56 
55 write (0 ,*)'Error in reading in ratios' 
goto 100 
56 continue 
cdb --- Debu~ for reading in Convair test case .... 
cdb goto 57 
c ----- Call filter subroutine for producing zeros( i) 
call filtz (zerot,zeros) 
57 continue 
c ... assign a vacant FORTRAN unit number ... 
Junit= 3 
c ... use the CONVAIR preferred set of coefficients <RlX I) ... 
item=4 
call intcoef( lunit, item ) 
Write(*,*)' Coefficient Data ha.• been read' 
c ... these are the AID readings without applied external forces ... 
call set:zero( zeros ) 
c 
c 
... these are the ratios of the current signals divided by the ... 
... original signal levels at calibration ... 
call setrcal( ratios ) 
cdb --- Debug for reading in Convair test case ...... 
cdb goto 58 
c ---- Offer option of either taking data or proces.ing a previous 
c run's data ..... 
70 write(*,*) 
write(*,*)' Do you wish to take new data or process· 
write (0 ,' (a\)')' old data 1 (N/0): · 
read ( •, fmt=9) an• 





















c -----Calibrate or read from an old calibration file? 
write (•, •) 
write (•,' (a\)')' Calibrate? (y/n):' 
read (•,9) ans 
if ((ans .eq. 'n').or.(ans .eq. 'N')) then 
write (•.•) 
write (•,' (a\)') ' Input old cal file (date.CAL): ' 
read ( • ,I) c alibr 
open(unit=5, file=calibr,status= 'old') 
read (5,' (a80)') headc 
read (5,' (a80)') id 




c ----- Call calibration routines ..... 
call dpcal 
call rpmcal 
c -----write result of recent calibration to file Calibr .... 
write (•,•) 
write (•,' (a\)') 'Input new calibration file (date.CAL): ' 





write(•.•) 'Type ill new calibration file header: 
read (•,' (a80)') headc 
open (unit>=5,file=calihr) 
write (5,' (a80)') headc 
write (5.17) 
write (5.15) rho,zero. full.ll.rvz,rvcal 
close( unit=5) 
write (•.•) 
write (•,' (a\)')' Input II of revolutions. nrev: 
read (•,3) nrev 
write (•, •) 
write (•,' (a\)')' Type in tease (3 max): 
read (•,' (a3)') tease 
nsect = 32 
nrev= 10 
c -------Go to data taking subroutine 
Call takedata lfdata.dpc,rpmc,tcase.header) 
write (•.•)' takedata finished! ' 
write (•, •) 




cdb --- Debug for readin!! in Convair test case or for inputing 
c previou• run file .... 
58 continue 
write (•.•) 
write (•,'(A\)')' Input OLD net count' file (for Hdaawww.NET):' 
read (•, I) marne 
write (•. •) 
open (unit:=9, file= marne. status= 'old') 
read(9,' (a80)') header 
read(9,' (a!IO)') id 
read (unit=9.fmt= 18,err=n I) tcase.(fdata(i), i= 1,9),dpc,rpmc 
write (•.•) ·Previous count• ..... ' 
write ( •. •) fdata(l ), rpmc 






write (•,' (a\)') ' Input old calibration file (date.CAL): 
read (•.1) calibr 
open(unit=5. file=calibr,statu<= "old') 
read (5,' (a80)") header 
read (5,' (a80)') id 
read (5.1 5) rho.zero.full.tt.rvT..rvcal 
close (unit=5) 



























c ••••••••••••••••••••• Data Reduction Portion ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c ----- Call filter subroutine to reduce the readings to the preferred 
c 6 channels (i.e. read in data to pdata(i)) 
call filter(fdata, pdata) 
write ( •, *) ' filter done ' 
c ----- debug command 
cdb pause 
write(*,*) 




... adjust the values by removing the zeros and compensating .... 
... for the ratio of the 5ignallevel ... 
20 
call doadjus( pdata ) 
call doload( pdata, loads, ierr ) 
if( ierr .ne. 0 ) then 
write( 6, 12) tease 
end if 
continue 
c ----- Convert dpc and rpmc count• to velocity and rpm ... 
call rpmvel(dpc,rpmc,dp,rpma) 
c ---- Write loads to screen 
write(*.*) 
write(*,*) ' Load• for this run ... ' 
write(*,*) 
write (*,10) 
write (*,7) tease, (load<(i). i=l.6),dp.rpma 
c ---- Ask if INERTIA run or HYDRO run. Thi< determines whether or not 
c the inertial force.• are subtracted out from the above loads ..... 
75 write(*.*) 
write(*,' (a\)')' Is this an inertial or hydro run? (i/h):' 
read (*,9) ans 
if ((ans .eq. 'h'),or.(ans .eq. 'H')) then 
write(*,*) 
write (*,'(a\)')' Input Inertial LOADS file (Idaawww.LOD):' 
read("'.' (all)') iname 
open ( unit=6, CIT= 75.file=iname,status= 'old') 
read( 6,' (a SO)') head I 
read(6,' (a80)') id 
read (6,16) tease,(iloads(il. i=l.li) 
close( unit=6) 
c --------- Do Load subtraction ........ 
do 85 i=l.6 
load•( i )=loads( i)-iload<l i) 
85 continue 
end if 
c ----- Write loads to file lname ......... 
write (*,'(A\)')' Input load output filename(! or Hdaawww.LOD): ' 
read (*,1) lname 
write(*,*) 
open(unit=7, file= lname, status= 'new' ) 
c ----- write ( •, •) ' Input header for load file .... · 
c ----- read(*,' (a80)') header 
write (7,' (aBO)') header 
write (7,10) 
write<7,7) tease, (load<(i). i= 1.6),dp,rpma 
c ----Write load• to ocreen again .......... 
write(*,*) 
write(*,*) ' Final load• for this run ... ' 
write(*,*) 
write (*,10) 
write (*,7) tease. (load<li), i=l.li),dp.rpma 
write(*.*) 
Q() write(*,' (A\)')' Would you like another test run? (y/n): ' 
read (*.fmt =9, err= 90) an< 
m=m+l 





















c ----- Format Statements ....................... . 
I format(AII) 
2 formaqA3, 9f7.1) 
3 format (i2) 
6 format(6F8.4) 
7 format (A3, 6F9.4.2f9.2) 
9 format (A 1) 
10 format("TC',4X,'Z",8X,'M',8X,'Y',8X,'N',8X,'K', 
+ 8X,'X',8x,"VEL',6x,"RPM') 
12 format(' Convergence problem on point ',AIO) 
15 format (6f9.S) 
16 formal(a3,6f9.4) 
17 format (3x, 'Rho' ,6x, 'Zero ',Sx, 'Full' ,6x, 'Tt',6x,'Rvz', 
+ 6x, 'Rvcal') 
18 format(a3,11F7.1) 
c ----- Close all remaining open files ..... 
close( unit= 10) 
close( unit= 7) 
close( unit = I ) 




c --------------------------- PROORAM DCDA VE.FOR ---------------------
c 
c -----Version: 1.3 
c 
c -----Note: Full Revolution Version. Therefore nrev= 10 max! 
c 
c ----- Date: 29 March 1989 
c 
c ----- Purpose : To provide the collection of subroutines necessary 
c for rotating data taking and DC processing.This 
c program is for iinking with the main driver program 
c DC.R>R. 
c 
c -----Programmer: Tom Eccles and Dave Johnson 
c 
c -----Language: Microsoft Fortran 4.1 
c 
c -----Subroutine" 
T AKEDAT A: Primary rotary data collection sub-
c routine 
c 
c FD.TER: Reduces readings to the preferred 6 
c channel< for later processing 
c 
Fll.. TZ:Reduces zero readings to 6 preferred 
chanels for later proces.ing 
c RPMVEL: Convert• dp and rpm count< to actual 
c tunnel velocity and m<><kl rpm 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROliT!NE TAKEDA TA(fdata.dpc.rpmc,tcase.header) 
c --------------------------- SUBROliT!NE T AKEDATA----------------------
c 
c -----Array.: fdata(i.j): Averaged (over nsamp) raw MIT count• 
c for all 9 a/d channels of balance data. 
c 








tarrayti.j): Temporary array with rows ofiarray 
and columns of nrev•nsect samples 
hi[tarrayti.jl: Summed count< array that is divided 
by nsamp and written to La rest i.j) 
dpc(i): Raw MIT counl< read from dpcell 





















c ---- Files: RCuxx.xu: Raw data file in MIT counts. 
c 
c ----------------------------------------------------------------
c ----- Dimensions set for max of 32 sectors/rev x I 0 revs= 96 data piS 
c and max of II channels sampled at 3 sample.1/channel ..... . 
integer*2 iarray(33). tarray(320,33), nval, n, m, nsamp 
integer•2 nchan, echan, k 
real rfdata(320,9), bigarray(320,11), frpmc(320), fdpc(320) 
real rpmc,dpc,rpma,dp,sum I ( 32, II ),fdata( 9) 
character* II mame,rsum.tsum 
character* SO header 
character• 3 tca1e 
common /revsect/ nrev. nsect 
nchan= II 
echan = 10 
c ----- Setclock set for I kHz 
call mbopen 
call setclock(.(l(II,O) 
c ----- Input data counts filename and II of samples to ~ taken at 
c each data point ..... 
write(*,*) 
write(*.*) 'Format for Raw Count• File is Idaawww.RA W ' 
write ( •, *) ' or Hdaawww .RAW where d is either For R for ' 
write(*,*) 'rotation direction, aa is coning angle, ' 
write (*.•) 'and www is rotation rate in rpm.' 
write(*,*) 
write (*,'(A\)')' Input Raw Output Filename (l/Hdaawww.RA W)' ' 
read(*, 5) marne 
open (unit= I, file= marne) 
write(*,*) 
c ---- write (*, •) ' Before entering II of sample.• per data point. ' 
c ----- write(*,*) ' remember that for any high speed data taking. ' 
c ----- write(*,*)' nsamp should not~> I.' 
c ----- write(*,*) 
c ----- write(*, ' (A\) ') ' Input II of samples for each data point: ' 
c ----- read ( •, 6) nsamp 
nsamp= I 
write(*.*) 
pause 'Press any key to start data taking ....... · 
c -----The following logic is ba1ed on inputs to the digital input 
c ports 110 and II I heing 32(1) and 1/rev(K) pulse.• respectively. 
c The elaborate if-then statements ensure that the data taking 
c actually start• at 0 degrees and counts for nrev revolutions. 





c ----- If the following expression is true, then K is low .... 
I 00 if (nval .I e. I ) goto 2(1(1 
call dina(nval) 
goto 100 
c ----- If the following expreosion is true, then K is high and thus 
c the model is at 0 degrees. Now start counting 32 times for I 
c revolution and then start taking data on 33rd count ..... 
200 call dinatnval) 
250 if (nval .ge. 2) goto 290 
call dinatnval) 
goto 250 
c ----·Start counting 32 times off J trigger 
290 call dina(nval) 




if (n .EQ. 32) goto 5('(1 
c ----· Look for J low ..... 























c ----- Look for] l<'w before taking d~ta .... 
500 if ((modi n,·al,2)) .EQ. 0) goto f,/~1 
call dina( nv all 
goto500 
c -----Look for] high to tngger data taking. This ensures start at 
c 0 degrees .... 
6(Xl call dina(nvall 
650 if((mod(nval..:!)) .EQ. I) goto 700 
call dinalnval) 
goto 650 
c -----Now at 0 degrees. be ~tin taking data ........ 
700 c•ll mcbatod tO,echan,l.nsamp, iarray) 
m=m+l 
c --·--Throw temporary data into tarray to prevent overwrite of data .... 
do 750 i=l.(n.amp•nchanl 
tarray (m.i) = iarray 1 i) 
750 continue 
c ----- E~it condition: e>tit loop after nrev revs of data taking ( 10 max) 
if (m .EQ. (nrev•n.ect)) goto 755 
c -----Look for] low. if] is low, go up to top of loop and look for 
c J high again. This preven~• multiple triggers oft the same 
c pulse. espeCially important for slow rpm runs ....... 
7~1 if((modlnval.2)) .EQ.Oigoto600 
call dina(nval) 
goto 751 
c -----Done taking data, now put into proper array< and store in til<: .... 
write (•.•) 
write 1•.•) 'Done taking data ..... · 
write (•.•) 
c -----Fill array bigarray(i.j) with z<:roes .... 
755 do 760 i= I. lnrev•ns<:ct) 
do7fllj= l,(nchanl 
bigarray(i.j) = 0.0 
7«J continue 
c -----Place sum of nsamp number of data points in each storag<: bin .... 
765 do iSO i = I. (nrev•nsectl 
do780j= l,(nchan) 
bigarrayli.jl = bigarrayti.jl + tarray(i. (j+lnchan•kl)) 
780 continu<: 
k=k+l 
if(k .EQ. nsamp) goto 781 
goto 765 
781 continu<: 
c ----- Ne~t. divide t},e samples by nsamp and put in arrays rfdata(i.j). 
c fdpc(il and frpmc(i) 
do 791 i = I. I nrev•nsectl 
do 790 j = I. 9 
rfdata( i,j 1 = btgarray( i.j)/nsamp 
7Cl0 continue 
fdpc(i) = lbigarray(i,IO))/nsamp 
frpmc!i) = (bigarrayli.ll )1/n•amp 
791 conttnue 
c -----Finally, put data values into the data file marne ...... 
write c•.•, 
write (•,•) 'Type in fil<: Header ...... .' 
read c• .. (a80)') he•der 
write (I.' ( a80)') head<:r 
write ( 1,14) 
write 1•.•) 'Proces<ing Raw Data ...... .' 
do 79~ i = I. (nrev•nsecl) 
writ<: ( 1.151 lrfdata(i.j). j = 1.91. fdpcl i ), frpmcl el 
795 continu<: 
c ---------------------- DATA 1-IAJI,'DLING ----------------------------
, -----Sum up nrev points into I rev nf daca and put entn file ... 
Fill •urn I, fd•ta. dpc, and rpmc wich zeros .... 
dn 82 i = I. II 
do 82 j = I. n'ect 























fdata( i )=<l.U 
81 continue 
dpc .. o.o 
rpmc .. o.o 
c ••••• Firot do balance count< .... 
k=O 
83 do 85 i = I. 9 
do 85 j =I, nsect 
sum l(j,i) =sum l(j.i) + rfdat.a(j+(nsect•k),i) 
85 continue 
k:k+l 
if (k .eq. nrev) goto 81> 
goto 83 
86 continu<' 





do 90 j = l,nsect 
sum l(j,IO) =sum l(j.IO) +fdpclj+(n<ect 0 k)) 
sum l(j.ll) =sum l(j.ll) + frpmc(j+(nsect•k II 
conunue 
k=k+l 
iflk .eq. nrev) goto 91 
go to 8'1 
c ·•••· Divide by nrev for averaged value< over I revolution ... 
9 I do 110 i= I. II 
do 110 j = I, nsecl 
sum llj.i) =sum l(j.i)/nrev 
I :0 continue 
c ·•••• Now sum up over remaining revolution for averaged counts ..... 
do95 i =I. 9 
do 95 j = I, nsect 
fdata(i) = fdat.ali) Huml(j.i) 
9~ conunue 
c ••••• Again. do dp and rpm .... 
do 10:'1 j = I , nsect 
dpc = dpc +sum l(j,IO) 
rpmc = rpmc +sum l(j,ll) 
I OS continue 
c ·•••• Divide by nsect ...... 
do 120 i=J.Q 
fdot.ali) = fdatali)/nsecl 
I ;!0 c ontonue 
dpc = dp<"ln<ec 1 
rpmc=rpmc insect 
c ·····Write sum I and fdata. dpc. rpmc. to files ... 
write (•.•) 
write 1•. '(!\\)')'Input SUMMED I I rev) file (I/Hdaawww.SVMI:' 
read( • .I) rsum 
write 1•.•> 
wnte 1•.' (A\)')' lnputi'<TI output file li/lldaawww.NET):' 
read (•.1) L<um 
open (unit= 15, file'"' roum, st.atu< ='new') 
open (unit~ 16. file,. t<um. status,. 'new') 
write (IS.' (a80)') header 
write ( 16.' (a80)') header 
write(l5,14) 
write ( 16.10) 
write ( 16.7) tca.se,(fdat.a(i), i = J.9).dpc.rpmc 
do 130 j = l.nsect 
wnte(l5.1:'1)(suml(j.i), i= 1,11) 
I :10 conunue 
c ..... FORMAT statement< ........... .. 
I fonnat(all) 
~ fonnal(a II) 
6 fonnat I J.:! I 
7 fonnatla~.11n.l) 
10 fonnau'lC''.·h. 'N 1',:'1~. 'N:!',S~. ·y 1'.5~. ·yz·.s~. 'R 1'. 
+ s,. 'IU',:'I~. ·x 1'.5~. 'X2'.:'1,. ·x~· .:'I~. 'DP',4•.'RI'M'l 
14 fonnall h. 'NI'.:'I~. 'N2'.5~.'Y I· .. ~~.'Y2',5~.'R 1'. 
+ ~•.'R2'.:'1•. 'X 1'.5~. 'X2'.!i•. 'X.l' .:'1•. 'DP'.S.. 'RPM') 



























c ------------------------ SUBROlJfiNE Fll..TZ ---------------------
realzerot('l). zeroo(6) 
~0 
do 30 i= 1.4 
zerooti) = zerot(i) 
continue 
zer0'!(5) ~ zerot(f>) 




subroutine fiher(fdata. pdata) 
c --------------- SUBROlJf[!I..'E Fll.. TER -------------------------------
c 
c ----- Date· If> Fet> 1989 
c 
c ----- Purpo•e· Filler suhroutine to take all channel• of data and read 
in the f> preferred channel• for proces.rng by Maintst. 
c 
c ·---- Variahle•: 
c 
fdatatil: arrav with all channel• of datal II) 




c -----debug command 
cdb wnte ( •, • I · Have reached subroutine filt<:r ' 
cdb pause 
c -----Do le.t readtng convenion 
do 10 i=l.4 
pdata( i) = fda tali) 
10 continue 
c ·---- dehug command 
cdb wnte (•.•) ·First 4 points read in succes.fully 





•ul>routme rpmvelldpc, rpmc. dp. rpmaJ 
c ·--------------------------SUBROL!l1~1: RP~f\'EL .. ---·-·-------·---·· 
c 
c ----- Purpo•e· To convert dpcell and rpm readm,:• to actual 
c velocitie• and rpm·,, 
c 
c ·····----------------.. ·--------------------------------------------
real dpc. rpmc. dl'. rpm> 
common /drcell! rho.zero.full.n 
common /rpm/ rvz.rvcal 
c -----Convert dp count• to voltages and convert toft/sec 
c u•ing 4!)q.f> cnunt•/voh >nd Lisa's lunctton dp•peed . 
dpc = ldpc J/40<1.6 
dp = dp•peedldpc) 
c ··--· Conv~rt rpm cnunt~ tn rpm·"' 
rprnc = lrpmc 1/4{)q.6 























c ····················---Program DA VLAB.FOR---··················------·-









real pdaca( 6 ), loads( 6) 
integer ierr 
••• The subroutine takes the readings corrected for zeros and ••• 
and scaling, and then convert, them to equivalent loads 
using a linear 6th order fit determined by the Davidson 
Laboratory MCB program. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
common /convair/ a(6,6) 
... there is no possible error in this case ... 
ierr=O 
... do the matrix multiplication ... 
do20i=l,6 
loads(i) = 0.0 
do10j=l,6 



































subroutine intcoef( runit. item ) 
integer runit, item 
••• Subroutine to obtain the necessary information from a file ... 
and to store it for later use of the conversion routine.•. 
RUNIT:An available FORTRAN unit number for reading the 
data file 
rrEM:The set of coefficients selected for use in the 
conversiOn routine. 
rrEM IISelection 
Roll Bridge Axial Bridge 
I I I 
2 I 2 
~ I ~ 
4 2 
5 2 2 
6 2 3 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
character• 80 id 
character•9 name( li i 
common /convair/ a(6,1i) 
data name/ 'MIXIT.DAT'. 'M IX2T.DAT', 'I\IIX3T.DAT'. 
'M2X IT.DA T', 'M2X2T.DA T'. 'M2X3T.DA T'/ 
••• attempt to open the data file ... 
open( unit=runit, file= name( item), status= 'old', err= 70) 
••• insure that zero is the default value ... 
do 10 i =I. 6 
do10j=l,6 
a!i.j) = 0.0 
continue 
•u read the content< of the file ••• 
readirunit, 15) id 
forma II a80i 
do 20 i =I. 6 
readi run it. •,end=25.err=25) ( a!i,j ), j= I. 6 i 
continue 
goto 30 
























c ••• debug command' 
c open (unit= 6, file= 'loadeoef, status= 'new' ) 
c 40 fonnat( l~.a80) 
c do60i=l,6 
c write(6,50) i, (a(i,j), j= I ,6) 
c 50 fonnat( h:,i4,6fl2.6) 
c 60 continue 
c •••• debug command 
c close (unit= 6) 
close( ru ni 1 ) 
rerum 
70 write(6,80) name( item) 
80 fonnal(5~. 'ERROR· Data file ',a9,' can not be read'/ 
I 5~.' All coefficients are zero'//) 
end 
$DEBUG 
c ··-··················-Program CALIBR.RJR---···················-····· 
c ···-This program contains the calibration subroutines for calibrating 
c the dpcell and rpm channel. 
SUBROlJTINE DPCAL 
c Calibrate• the differential pres.ure cell. 
c Stores the calibration• "zero". and "full" 
c in the common block called "dpcell". 
c 
c 
c After calling DPCAL once in your program. 
c a special function exisL• in the MHI.. library 
c that you can use to conven voltages from 
the Davtronics channel C to velocitv. It 
c is calle.d '"dpspeed". and has one cailing 












<do an AID conversion on channel 2 (Daytronics C)> 
freestre am:odpspeed( voltage 1 




You do not have to include the common block in vour 
main program to make the,;e routines work · 
c Lisa Shield• 
c June 12, 1987 
common /dpcell/ rho.zero.full. II 
integer•2 channel,ig.ival 
character ans, line•7o 
write( 0 • 0 ) 
write(•.•)' Welcome to Dpcal!' 
10 write(•. •) 
write(•, '(A\)')' Please input water temp (deg 0:' 
readt•,•.err-= 10) II 
rho= 1.9574-0.00028•tt 
100 FORMATC5u70) 
write( •. 0 ) 
99 write( •. 0 ) 
line= 'The dpcell ohould be connected to the Daytronic channel c · 
write( •.(00) line 
write( •. 0 ) 
line,. 'The span and balance should be set such that the digital' 
write( •, 100) line 
line=·~;•play reads from -820 (zero flow) to +600 (with' 
write(•, .:iO) line 


























10 I fonnat(Sx, 'Please hit return after checking this ',\) 
read( •, 104) ans 
write( •. *) 
line= 'Sampling zero flow voltage for 5 seconds and averaging' 
write( *,100) line 
call mbopen 




do 110, i= 1,500 
call atodtk(channel,ig.ival) 
110 zeroo=zero + ivai 
zeroo=zero/500 .Q/409 .6 
write(•. *) 
line= 'Sampling finished.' 
write( *.100) line 
write(*,*) 
write( •. *) 
line='Now plea.o;e press the "-cal" button and hold it down' 
write( •, 100) line 
write(*, Ill) 
Ill fonnau5x, 'for 5 seconds. Hit return wh~n ready'. 
1\ ' to do this.',\) 
read(*,l04) an• 
write(*,*) 
write( •, *) 
line='Sampling simulated full scale speed and averaging' 
write( •, 100) line 
call setclock(O.O I ,0) 
fuii=O 
do 120 i=I,SOO 
call atodtk(channel,ig,ival) 
120 full=full +ivai 
full=full/500 .0/409 .6 
write(•, *) 
line= 'Sampling finished.' 
write(*, 100) line 
write(*,*) 
write(*,*) 
write(•, IO:!lzero, full 
102 FORMA T(Sx.'Zero voltage: ',F6.3.' Full scale voltage: ',F6.3) 
write(*,*) 
write(*,'(A\)')' Accept these'? (y/n):' 
read(•, 104) ar.s 












common /rpm/ rvz. rvcal 
integer*2 channel 
character ans•J 
This oubroutine is uoed to calibrate the Davlronics 
channel B. used to record propeller rpm d~ta 
write( •. *) 
write(*,*) 
write(*,IO) 
fonnat( lOx. 'Welcome to the RPM (Channel Bl', 
'calibration routine.·) 
write( •. *) 
write( •. *) 
write( •. 2()) 




























fonnat( 151l,'B: Push cal button, adjust span to 1500') 
write(•, •) 
write(•.•) 




fonnat( I"· 'Hit any key while holding down channel B ', 
'cal button for 5 seconds:') 







fonnat( h.' Plea'le release cal button, and hit any', 




write ( • ,55) rvz.rvcal 
fonnat (21l,'Rvz = ',f7.4,5x,'Rvcal = ',17.4) 
write (*,•) 
write(*,' (a\)')' Do you wish to recalibrate? (y/n): · 
read( • .4 I ) an• 












subroutine doadjus( pdata ) 
real pdata( 6) 
••• This subroutine takes the current readings, corrects for the ... 
readings for zero applied load. and then scales the result 
back to the levels at which the calibration was done. The 
returned values should be the biL• that would be read at 
CONVAIR calibration bench. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
common /convarl/ zero(6), rcal(li) 
do 10 i = I. 6 
... remove the zero fi,-,;t ... 
pdata(i) = pdata(i)- zero(i) 








subroutine setzero( zerO'! ) 
real zeros( li) 
••• Thi• subroutine takes zero applied load readings and stores ••• 
••• them for later use ••• 
common /convarl{zero(li). rcal(li) 
do 10 i= l,li 




c --------------·--------·-----Subroutine setrc a I ------------------------
subroutine setrcal< ratios ) 



















••• This subroutine takes calibration signal ratios and stores ••• 
••• them for later use ••• 
common /convar 1/ zer0(6), rcal(6) 
dol0i=l,6 









c ------Date: 19 Feb 89 
c 
c -----Pupose: To take static (w=O) mea.~urements for combinations of 
c coning angles and roll angles. This subroutine is for 
c doing runs with the static TEST driver Mainast.for. 
c 
c ------Programmer: Dave Johnson 
c 
c ------Language : Microsoft Fortran 4.1 
c 
c ------V aribles: 
c 
c 





fdata(i): array with averaged counts from all II 
channels. 
c ----- Files: 
c 
c 
Reading.tst: Raw counts file of "averaged" counts 




real fdata( 16) 
character•IO tease 
character• II marne 
c ------Setclock set for I kHz 
call mbopen 
call setclock(.OOI,I) 
write ( 0 ,") 
write(".' (A\) ') 'Type in test case: · 
read (0 , '(AIO) ')tease 
c ---- following allows the testor to skip this mundane data entry 
c for multiple runs. 
if (m .NE. 0) goto 40 
cdb -- write ( •, •) 
cdb -- write ( 0 ,' (A\) ') ' Input Starting AID Channel to Sample: ' 
cdb -- read ( 0 ,5) bchan 
bchan= 0 
5 format (12) 
cdb -- write (0 , 0 ) 
cdb -- write (•,' (A\)') 'Input Ending AID Channel to Sample: · 
cdb -- read (•,5) echan 
echan = 8 
write (•.•) 
write (0 ,' (A\) ')' Input Number of sample.~ (e.g. 100): ' 
read (•,6) nsamp 
6 format ( 14) 
write (• .•) 
write (•.'CA\)')' Type raw counl~ output file (HFaaOO.RAW):' 
read (".4) marne 
4 format (A II) 
open (unit= I. file,. marne) 
40 write c•.•) 
pause · Press enter to start data taking · 
c 





















call MCBATOD (bchan,echan,l,nsamp,iarray) 
c ---calculate number of channels sampled 
nchan= (echan- bchan) + I 
k=O 
c --- fill fdata(i) with zeros 
do 50 i=l,nchan 
fdata(i) = 0.0 
50 continue 
c -----read in data to fdata(i) 
55 do 60 i= I. nchan 




if(k .EQ. nsamp) goto 71 
goto55 
continue 
c ---Next. divide the values in fdata(i) to get averaged values 
do 80 i=l,nchan 
fdata(i) = (fdata(i))/nsamp 
80 continue 
c -----Write fdata(i) to file "reading.tst" 
write( 1,14) 
write( 1.15) tease, (fdata(i) , i= l,nchan) 
7 format (A IO,IIF6.0) 
14 format Ox. 'N I' ,5x.'N2' .Sx, 'Y I' .Sx, 'Y2' ,5x,'RI'. 
+ 5x, 'R2 ',5x. 'X I' ,5x. 'X2 ',5x, 'X3') 
I 5 format (A3, 9F7. () 
write (•.•) 
write ( •, •j ' Raw counl~ from Balance ' 
write (*,14) 




c ----------------------------------- ---. ------ -------- ------------ -------




c ----- Date: 16 Feb 1989 
c 
c ----- Purpose: Filter subroutine to take all channels of data and read 
c in the 6 preferred channels for processing by Maintst. 
c 
c ----· Variables : 
c 
c fdata(i): arrav with all channels of data (II) 
c pdata(i): arr .. y with 6 preferred channels of 
c balance data. 
c 
c --------------------------------------------- -------------------- ------
subroutine filter(fdata, pdatal 
real pdata(6).fdata( 16) 
c -----debug command 
cdb write (•, •) 'Have reached subroutine filter ' 
cdb pau!IC 
c ---- Do te•t reading conven~ion 
do 10 i=l.4 
pdata(i) = fdata(i) 
10 continue 
c -----debug command 
cdb write (•,•) 'Fint 4 points read in successfully ' 
pdata(5) = fdata(li) 
pdata(lil= fdata(7) 







do 20 i=l.4 
ratio•( i J=ratiot( i) 
continue 
ratio•( 5) = rariotlli) 


























real zerotll6 ), zeros( 6) 
do 30 i= 1.4 
zeros(i) = zerot(i) 
continue 
zeros(5) ~ zrrot(6) 







c ----- Date: 19 Feb 1988 
c 
c ----- Purpose: Main driver program that links with the following 
c programs: Davlab.For, Common.for. Daveast.for. 
c This program is to obtain CORREcrED readings 
c from the balance and convert them to forces and 
c moment~. Program for STATIC measurement•! 
c 
c ----- Programmer: Dave Johnson and Glenn Mckee 
c 
c ----- Language: Microsoft Fortran 4.1 
c 
c ----- Variables: 
c fdata(i): Raw MIT counts arrav filled with count• 
c from all a/d channels. ("full': data) 
c 
c pdala(i): Raw MIT counts array with 6 preferred 
c channels of a/d channels. Array values 
c are later corrected for zeros and convair 
c /MIT counts. This array is then mull. 
c by a(i,j) for the balance loads. 












loads(i): Array with balance loads. load•(i) comes 
from the matrix multiplication of pdala(i) 
and a(i,j). 
zcrot(i): Row array with averaged counts for all 
a/d channels. Tit is array is read by the 
subroutine "filter" to convert to the 
preferred 6 channels and put into zeros( i ). 
ali,j): Coefficient matrix [B). From fLI = [BifRI 




marne: Raw MIT count1 file with data from all 
a/d channels 
c Ratio: file of Convair R-eal/MIT R-eal readings for the 





M2X I.DAT: Balance coefficients for Roll bridge 2 and 
Axial bridge I. 









••• Data Conventions Used in This Code • •• 
lndexReadings( )Loads() 
I Normal Force I Normal Force at center 
2Normal Force 2Pitch Moment at center 
:\Side Force I Side Force at center 
4Side Force 2Yaw Moment at center 
5Selected Roll Bridge Roll Moment at center 





























real pdata(6), loads(6), zeros(6), ratios(6), fdata( 16) 
real zerot( 16 ), angle 
character•IO tease, zca~ 
character"' II fnarne, lname, marne 
d.~.~--.:•8(1 header, id 
character ans 
m=O 
c ---- open files 
open (unit: 10, file= 'ratio' , status= 'old' ) 
write("'."') 
write (•.•) ' 
write(*,*) 
••• PROORAM MAINTST.FOR ••• ' 
cdb --- Debug commands for reading in Convair test case. This is to 
cdb check the data reduction algorithm ...... 
cdb goto 52 
write(*,*)' Note: The program nee::ls the name of the zeros' 
write( •. *) • file for this coning angle. This should ' 
write( •. *) ' be something like HFaa.ZER (not .CTS).' 
write(*,"') 
write(*. '(A\) ' ) 'Input the zero file name (HFaa.ZER): ' 
read (*,1 l fnarne 
format( A Ill 
write(*,*) 
c ----- Read in zeros from file fnarne 
2 
open (unit= 2, file= fnarne, status= 'old') 
read (2, '(a80)') header 
read (2.'(a80)') id 
read (unit o:2. fmt"' 2. err"' 51) angle, (zerot(i). i"' 1.9) 
format ( F6.2. 9F7 .I) 
write(*,*) 
write("'.*) 'Zeroes read in successfully! ' 
write(*.*) 
c ----Debug command 
51 
52 
write(*."') zerot( l),zerot(9) 
goto 52 
write("'.*) 
write(*.*) ·Error in reading zero file' 
goto 100 
conunue 
c -----Read in ratios from file of preferred channels (file "RATIO") 
read (unit "' 10. fmt = 6, err= 55) (ratios( i) , io: 1,6) 
6 format (6F8.4l 
write (•.•) 
write("'."') 'Ratios read in successfully' 
c -----Debug command ' 
write (•, *)ratios(! ),ratios(6) 
goto 56 
55 write ( •. •) ' Error in reading in ratios' 
goto 100 
56 continue 
cdb --- Debug for reading in Convair test case .... 
cdb goto 57 
c -----Call filter •ubroutine for producing zerM(i) 
call filtz (zerot,zeros) 
57 continue 




... a~•i!!n a vacant FORTRAN unit number ... 
lunit= ~ 
... u.e the CONVAIR preferred set of coefficients (R2X I) ... 
item"'4 
call intcoef( lunit. item ) 
Write (•.•) ·Coefficient Data has been read · 
... these are the AID readings without applied external forces 























... these are the ratios of the current ~ignals divided by the ... 
... original signal levels at calibration ... 
call setrcal( ratios ) 
write(*,*) 
write (*,'(A\)')' Input the load ouput file name (HFaOO.LOD):' 




o:--en( .. uit=7, fle = lnar.e, ~l<ltu~ ='new') 
write (7,10) 
fonnat( IX, 'TC',3X, 'Z',SX, 'M',SX, 'Y',SX. 'N' ,SX. 'K ', 
SX,'X') 
cdb --- Debug for reading in Convair test case ...... 
cdb --- goto 58 
c -----Go to data taking subroutine 
80 Call quickrd(fdata,tcase,m) 
write(*.*) 'quickrd done ' 
c -----debug command 
cdb pause 
goto 62 
cdb ---Debug for reading in Convair test case ...... 
58 continu,. 
write (0 ,*) 
write ( •,' (A\)') ' Input PREVIOUS raw counL• file: ' 
,..,ad (*,1) marne 
write(*.*) 
open (unit=9, file= marne, sLatus ='old') 
read (unit= 9, fmt =59. err= 61) tease, (fdaLa(i), i= 1,9) 
59 fonnat (a 10, 9F7.1) 
write(*,*) ' p,..,vious counL• ..... ' 
write(*,*) fdaLa( I), fdaLa(9) 




61 write ( •, *) ' Error in reading Previous counts .... ' 
62 continue 
c ---- Call filter subroutine to reduce the readings to the preferred 
c 6 channels (i.e. read in data to pdaLa(i)) 
call filter(fdata, pdaLa) 
write ( •, •) ' filter done ' 
c -----debug command 
cdb pause 
write(*,*) 
write(*.*) ' Now Processing DaLa!!! ' 
write(*,*) 
c 
... adjust the values by ,..,movin!! the zeros and compensating .... 
... for the ratio of the signal level ... 
12 
call doadjus( pdaLa ) 
call doload( pdaLa, load•. ierr ) 
if( ierr .ne. 0 ) then 
write(6,12) tease 
fonnal(' Convergence problem on point ',AIO) 
end if 
write(7,7) tease, (loads(i), i=l.6) 
20 continue 
c ---Write load• to screen 
write(*,*) 
write(*,*) ' Loads for thiuun ... ' 
write(*.*) 
write(*, 10) 
write (*,7) tease, (loadsli). i=1,6) 
7 fonnat(A3, 6F9.4) 
write(*,*) 
90 write(* ,'(A\)')' Would you like another test run? (y/n): ' 
read ( • .fmt =9, err= 90l ans 
9 fonnat lA I) 
msm+l 





















close( unit= 10) 
close( unit= 7) 
close( unit= I) 
100 continue 
end 
146 
